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Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia
at Richmond
DONALD J. SMITH, EX AL.,
V.
OSCAR LEE CLARK
FROM TJIE (.'.IHCiriT GOCRT OF NORFOLK COUNTS
ET.1LE 14.
*i[0. XirMBER OF CoriKS TO BE FiLKD AND DKLn'EEED TO OPPOS
ING Counsel. Twenty copies of each brief shall be filed with
the clerk of the court, and at least two copies mailed or de
livered to opposing- counsel on or before the day on which the
brief is filed.
^i(l. AND Type. Briefs sliall be nine inches in length and
six inches in width, so as to conform in dimensions to the
printed record, and shall be printed in type not less in size,
as to lioiglit and widtli, than the typo in which the record is
printed. The record mnnber of the case and names of coun
sel shall be prinled on the front cover of all briefs.
]\[. B. WATTS, Clerk.
Court opens at 9:30 a. lii.; Adjourns at 1:00 p. m.
/S'? \/AiSI
RULE 14—BRIEFS
1. Form and contents of appellant's brief. The opening brief of the appellant (or
lie petition for appeal when adopted as tlie, opening brief) shall contain;
(a) A subject index and table of citations with cases alphabetically arranged.
Citations of Virginia cases must refer to the Virginia Reports and, in addition, may
elcr to other reports containing such cases.
(b) A brief statement of the material proceedings in the lower court, the errors
tssigned, and the questions involved in the appeal.
(c) A clear and concise statement of the facts, with references to the pages of
he record where there is any possibility that the other side may question the staie-
nent. Where the facts are conlTovcrted it should be so slated,
(d) Argument in support of tiie position of appellant.
Tiic brief shall be signed by at least one attorney practicing in this court, giving
lis address.
The appellant may adopt the petition for appeal as his opening brief by so stating
n the petition, or by giving to opposing counsel written notice of such intention
■vithin five days of the receipt by appellant of the printed record, and by filing a
;opy of such notice with the clerk of the court. No alleged error not specified in the
opening brief or petition for appeal shall be admitted as a ground for argument by
ippellant on the hearing of the cause.
2. Form and contents of appellee's brief. The brief for the appellee shall contain:
(a) A subject inde.x and table of citations with cases alphabetically arranged,
"italions of, Virginia cases nrust refer to the Virginia Reports and, in addition, may
■efer to other reports containing .such cases.
(b) A statement of the case and of the points involved, if the appellee disagrees
,vith the statement of appellant.
(c) A statement of the facts which are necessary to correct or amplify the sfate-
nent in appellant's brief in so far as it is deemed erroneous or inadequate, with ap
propriate reference to the pages of the record.
(d) Argument in support of the position of appellee.
The brief shall be signed by at least one attorney practicing in this court, giving
:iis address.
3. Reply brief. The rcpiy brief (if any) of the appellant shall contain all the au-
diorities relied on by liim, not referred lo in Ihs petition or opening brief. In other
respects it shall conform to the rcquiremeilt.s for appellee's brief.
4. "rime of filing, (a) Cml cases. The opening brief of the appellant (if there be
ane in addition to the petition for appeal) shall be filed in the clerk's office within
fifteen clays after the receipt by counsel for appellant of the printed record, but in no
event less than thirty days before the fir.st day of the session at which the case
;S to be heard. The brief of the appellee shall be filed in the clerk's office not later
than fifteen days, and the reply brief of the appellant not later than one day, before
the first day of the session at which the, case is to be heard.
(b) Criminal Cases. In crimin.al cases briefs mn.st be filed within the time specified,
in civil cases; provided, however, that in those cases in which tiie records have not"
been printed and delivered to counsel at least twenty-five days before the beginning
af the ne.Kt session of the court, such cases shall be placed at the foot of the docket
for that-session of the coiirti and the Coiumonwealtii'.s brief shall he filed at least ten
Jays prior to the calling of tlie case, and the reply brief for the plaintiff in error not
later tiian the day before tiie case is called.
(c) Stipulation oj counsel as to filing. Counsel for opposing parties may file with
the clerk a written stipulation changing the time for filing iiriefs in any ca.sc; pro
vided, however, that all. brichs must be filed not later than the day before such case
is to be heard.
5. Number of copies to be filed and delivered to opposing counsel. Twenty copies
of each brief shall be filed with the clerk of the court, and at least two copies mailed
or delivered to opposing counsel on or before the day on which the brief is filed.
6. Size and Type. Briefs shall be nine inches in length and si.x inches in width, so
as to conform in dimensions lo the printed record, and shall be printed in type not les-s
in size, as to height and width, than the type in which the record is printed. The
record number of the case and names of counsel shall be printed on tlie front cover of
Non-compliance, effect of. The clcrk of thi.s court is directed not to receive or
file a'brief which fails to comply witli the requiromoiUs of this rule. Tf neither side
has filed a proper brief the cause will not be beard. If one of the parties fails to file
a proper brief he catinot be heard, hut, the case will be heard or parte upon the argu
ment of the party by whom tlie brief has been filed,
rv
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IN THE 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
AT RICHMOND. 
Record No. 3266 
DONALD tT. SMITH AND FLOYD W. SIMPSON, 
Plaintiffs in Error, 
ver.qus 
OSCAR LF~E CLARK, Defendant in Error. 
PETITION FOR ·wRIT OF ERROR AND 
SUPERSEDE.AB. 
To the Honorable Justice..~ of the ffaprenie Court of Appeals· 
.of Virginia: 
Your petitioners., Donald J. Smith and Floyd W. Simpson, 
respectfully represent unto the Court that they are aggrieved 
by a final judgrrnmt of the Circuit Court of Norfolk County, 
renaered on the 21st day of December, 194.6, against your 
petitioners in a.n action at law in wbich Oscar Lee Clark was 
plaintiff, and your petitioners were defendants. 
The .transcript of the record with the original exhibits is 
herewith presented. The parties will be referred to accord-
ing to the relative positions occupied by them in the trial 
Court. 
2 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
STATEMENT OF PROCEEDINGS IN THE LOWER 
COURT. . 
This was an action at law brought by notice of motion to 
recover damages for personal injury sustained by t'the 
2• plaintiff in a collision between an automobile driven by 
the plaintiff, and an automobile owned by the d.efendant 
Simpson and driven by his servant, Smith. The defendants 
pleaded the general issue. · 
The case was tried before the Court and a jury on December 
10, 1946, resulting in a verdict for the plaintiff for $5,000.00. 
Thereupon the defendants moved the Court to set aside 
the verdict and either render final judgment for the defend-
ants or else grant a new trial on the grounds that include the 
assignments of error below. The Court overruled the motion 
and on December 21, 1946, rendered final judgment for the 
plaintiff against the defendants on the verdict, to which the 
defendants duly excepted. This petition seeks a Writ of 
Error and s1.1,persedeas to that judgment. · 
FACTS. 
The accident occurred on June 20, 1946, about 7 :30 P. M.~ 
at the intersection of Airline Boulevard and Rodman Avenue 
in Norfolk County. There are stop signs on Rodman Ave-
nue, but no stop signs on Airline Boulevard. Rodman Ave-
nue runs approximately North and South. Airline Boule- ' 
vard runs approximately Northeast and Southwest. Each 
road is hard surfaced and two lanes wide. 
The plaintiff's passenger car driven by the plaintiff was 
traveling in a Northeasterly direction along Airline ~oule-
vard (from Alexander's Corner to Portsmouth). The de-
fendants' Ford truck owned by Simpson and driven by 
3"" *Smith, that had been headed in the opposite direction 
on Airline Boulevard, at the time of the collision was 
engaged in making a left turn at the intersection to go South 
on Rodman Avenue. The· two vehicles collided in the inter-
section, "the left ;f...._I'.QJlt of the pl~iff's car and the r~ front 
of the defendants'truck. ·· 
In the truck with Smith were his wife and several children. 
Just before reaching the intersection with Rodman Avenue, 
Smith turned to his left into a gas station at the Southeast 
corner, -where he got gasoline. The distance from the point 
where he stopped in a gas station to the point of the collision 
in the intersection was according to witness for the plaintiff: 
D. J. Smith and F. W. Simpson ~.'O. L. Clark 3 
B. J. Bar;ett, -M. R., p. 6% : 
A. I would judge it would be somewhere around 60 feet, 
more or less; not over that. 
• 
M. R., p. 7%, : . 
Q. There is no doubt about the fact that Mr. Smith, the 
man who was driving the truck, stopped in the station T 
A. He stopped in the station. 
Q. So he was then 60 feet away from where the accident 
occurred! 
A. I think so. 
• 
M~ R .. , p. 15: 
Q. And it moved 60 feet from where it came eout of 
4• the station to where the accident occurred Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
After getting the gas, Smith pulled out into Airline Boule-
vard again headed in a Southwesterly direction (the same 
direction he had been going) and crossed over on the right-
hand side of Airline Boulevard. 
Barrett, M. R., p. 8 : 
Q. When he went out of the station, he went out on the 
Airline Boulevard and went over on the right-hand side of 
the b0111levard and headed towards Alexander's Corner; is 
that right? 
A. Yes, sir. 
The evidence is cqnflicting as to whether or not Smith 
stopped after reentering Airline Boulevard and before start-
ing to make his left turn at the intersection.· The evidence is 
also conflicting as to whether Smith gave a signal for a left 
turn. Barrett testified he did not stop and did not give any 
signal. 
The attention of the plaintiff, Clark, seems to have been 
diverted by another car coming out of Rodman Avenue. His 
testimony is not very clear. I quote from him at M. R., p. 
40: 
....... ,. 
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Q. Did you see this truck on the highway before the im-
pact Y • 
A. Yes, sir; the truck was on his side of the road. 
Q. Was there any signal of any kind given by him Y 
5* •A. No; I didn't see any signal given by him. He 
was in 50 or 75 feet of me, and he still hadn't given any 
signal. I was watching the car on the right. This man didn't 
give any signal, and 1 didn't think it was going to make a 
left turn. 
Q. From the time you saw him until the time he moved, 
was any signal given by him Y 
A. No, I didn't see any at all. 
On the other hand the defendant Donald J. Smith testified 
that after getting his gas at the gas station he pulled out 
into Airline Boulevar<L crossed over to his proper right-hand 
side of the Boulevard and stopped before starting to make 
his left turn. Quoting from his testimony M. R., p.,65: 
Q. What did you do from the time you stopped to the acci- . 
dent? 
A. I came out and stopped and held my hand out and saw 
if the way was clear so I could make the turn, and this car 
was down the road, I would say approximately 300 feet. 
Q. Did you make the turn Y 
A. Yes, sir, I made the turn. 
Q. I understood you while you were standing you saw this 
oar -0oming about 300 feet down the road Y 
A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. What did you do Y 
A. I started to make my turn, and, if he had not exceeded. 
the speed I would have finished the turn. 
'' This car'' and ''he'' in the above testimony .refers to the 
plaintiff's car and the plaintiff. · 
61c *The defendant Smith further testified at M. R., p. 
69: 
Q~ You say you went up to the inters-ection and stopped T 
A. Yes., sir. 
Q. What did you stop for! 
A. Would you pull in front of a freight train Y 
Q. Where was the £reight train? 
A. I didn't say there was, but I asked, would you 1 
Q. I asked you why you stopped! 
A.. Because I would not want to run into the other man. 
Q. Who was the man coming down the highway T 
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A. I don't know. I didn't get out and ask his name. 
Q. You say you came to a stop Y · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did that car hit you? 
A. No; it went on. . 
Q. While you were standing still, you say you saw another 
car coming? 
A. Y:es, sir. 
Q. And this car was about 300 feet up the road Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. So you had to stand still at the intersection in the road, 
and the car was about 300 feet up the road Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
The last car referred to is again the plaintiff's car. 
7* *We quote from the testimony of Mrs. Smith,, M. R., 
p. 76: · 
Q. You stopped before entering the road 7 
A. Yes, sir, we came to a full stop there, and he put his 
hand out. I looked down at the baby; I saw this car coming, 
and the last thing I know it happened. 
Q. How far was that car down the road when you first 
saw it? 
A. I couldn't tell you, but it waR a good piece away. 
Q. Where were you at the time you saw it. "\Vere you 
standing still? 
A. No: we started slowly pulling out, and that is all I re-
member and then he hit. 'Ne started up and I saw the baby's 
head bleeding; and a man came out of a car and took me to 
the hospital. 
Q. You are sure you stopped 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you are snre your husband put out his hand T 
A. Yes, sir. 
ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR. 
I. The Court erred in granting Instruction No. 4. 
II. The Conrt erred in overruling the motion of the de- , 
fendants to set as'ide the verdict and grant a new trial.. 
QUESTIONS INVOLVED. 
The questions involved in both the assignments •of 
7-a• error are whether the granting of Instruction No. 4 • 
was in error. That instruC'tion was granted at the re- , 
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quest. of the plaintiff over the objection and exception of the 
defendants. The Instruction reads as follows: · · ; _. 
Plaintiff's Instruction No. 4. 
"The Court instructs the jury that the law requires the 
defendant, before turning or partly turning from a direct 
line, to comply with the following provisions of the st~tute: 
''First: To give a signal clearly visible to traffic that may 
be affected thereby of his intention to. make a left-hand turn 
at least fifty feet. 
''Second: To drive said automobile as close as practical 
to the right of the center of said intersection before making 
a left turn. 
Third: To see that said left-hand turn can be made in 
t' safety,' and if you believe from the evidence that the defend-ant failed in the above particulars and that such failure was the sole proximate cause of the accident, they should find a 
verdict for· the plaintiff.'' 
• 
We urge three separate errors in the Instruction, as stated 
in the trial Court at M. R., p. 81 : 
·'~ (1) The jury is told that Smith was required to give a 
signal of his intention to make a left-hand -turn at least 
s•. 50 feet before starting to make the turn. ""Mr. and Mrs. 
: · Smith both testified that they came to a full stop before 
entering the. intersection, and that before starting up from 
that position preparatory to making the left-hand turn, a 
signal was g·iven 'for a left-hand turn. · 
"I think the evidence will show that that distance from 
the stopped ·position to where he started to make · his turn 
was less than 50 feet., which, under the terms of this instruc-
tion, would be a violation of the law. It is my claim that 
Mr. Smith would not have violated the law if he, as he testi-
fied, crune up to the intersec.tion and stopped, and while stand-
ing in that stopped position, held out his hand for a left-band 
t~rn, and thereafter .. with his hand out, proceeded into the 
intersection, making his left-hand turn, there would be no 
violation of the law in that respect. 
"(2) There is no evidence in the case to justify the para-
graph marked 'Second' on the instruction. All of the evi-
dence is to the effect that in making the left-band turn, Mr. 
Smith did pass to the right of the center of the intersection-~ . 
• 
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.• . • ... -• . . - . ~ t ·~ . 
.. . . .. \. ·. 
"(3) Paragraph marked 'Third' in the instruction makes 
~mith: an :insurer of the. safety of. the turn. . . . . . . . 
.. . . 
~'It is submitted that such is not the law, and all that was 
required of Smith was to use reasonable care to see .that the 
, left turn could be made in safety. 
9* *"It is submitted that. the instruction in its present 
. form is error, and it should be amended to state that it 
was Smith's duty to use reasonable care_ to see that .the .mo:ve-
ment could be ~ade in .safety.'' 
ARGUMENT. 
We will discuss the three grounds of exceptions separately, 
under their corresponding headings. 
(1). 
It was error to tell the jury that it was Smith's duty to 
give the signal- for a left-hand turn· at least Fifty feet before 
starting the turn. · . 
We have quoted rather extensively from the evidence to 
demonstrate that., while the evidence is conflicting, there was 
sufficient evidence to support the theory of. the def endantst 
and the defendants had the right to . ask the jury to believe 
that the defendants' truck came up to the intersection and 
stopped, and while in that stopped position before starting 
to. make the turn the hand signal was given, in adequate time 
to gi.ve warning to ·the oncoming· plaintiff if the plaintiff had 
· beeri observing a proper lookout with his car under proper 
control. ' 
If paragraph marked "First" of the instruction is correct 
in a situation where the car comes up to an intersection and 
stops before making its turn, then such a ·motorist would 
: never be justified in making a left turn from ""the 
10* stopped position. But he would be required to back up 
· and retrace his steps to get a flying start. Such a con.;. 
struction would penalize stopping, would greatly impede the 
mov·ement of traffic and increase the danger hazard, and in 
short, would appear to the writer to be absurd. 
That provision of the instruction would generally be cor-
rect if conditioned upon the jury bC1lieving that the motorist 
against whom it is invoked did not stop. But in this case it 
could hardly be correct under any chcumstances because the 
evidence shows that it was only about 60 feet from the point 
where Smith entered the hig·hway to where the collision oc-
curred. In other words, Smith could hardly have travelled 
on the highway as much as fifty feet before· starting ~is tu!n. 
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However that may be the instruction is not conditioned upon 
the jury believing that Smith did not stop, but is general in 
its terms and applies under both theories whether he stopped 
or not. The statutory reference is to Code Section 2154 (122) 
paragrap~ (f). 
(2). 
There was no evidence in the case to justify the giving of 
paragraph marked ''Second'' of the instruction. 
(3) .. 
Paragraph marked ''Third'' of the instruction was er-
roneous in that it made the defendant an insurer of the 
safety of the left turn movement. Instead of telling the jury 
that it was the duty of the defendant to see that the 
11 * *left turn can be made in safety, the instruction should 
have been amended to tell them that it was the duty of 
defendant to 1u.se reasonable care to see that the left turn 
can be made in safety. 
Virginia Electric tt Power Company v. Hollancl, 184 Va. 
893, involved the case of a collision betw·een an automobile 
and a street car. The automobile had been traveling para1lel 
and beside the street car trackR. It made a left turn to cross 
the street car tracks, ancl while in the act of so doing was 
struck by the street car. The driver of the aµtomobile 
brought suit against the street car company for his damages., 
and recovered a verdict and judgment hi the trial Court. At 
the trial the defendant street car company asked for and ob-
tained Instruction No. 7 defining the duty of the plaintiff 
automobile driver as follows: 
'• The Court instructs the jury that every driver of an au-
tomobile who intends to F;top, turn or partly turn from a 
direct line shall first see that such movement can be made 
in safety • • •." 
In spite of that instruction there was a verdict 'in favor of 
the plaintiff, that is the automobile, driver against whom the 
instruction was directed. 
Thereafter the defendant street car company ·at_ wl1ose in-
stance the instruction was granted, claimed in effect that if 
the instruction is correct, according to the plain meaning of 
the English words "first see that St;lCh movement can be made 
in safety", there is something more therein contained 
12* than the duty to use :reasonable care; and *t.hat the 
words carry with them the duty to see that the move-
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m'3:nt op11ld be dp1w fr~~ from th~ po$sibility of danger; or in 
gtb,eF WQrds that tlw p~:r;son makit1g tbe turn is an ins11r~r of. 
tlw saf ~ compl~tion, 9f the move],llent. ·what he ~ompl~in~d 
<>f wa_~ not th_ .. e granti. ng o. f.· the in_ struction ;. l;>1Jt th_ .. ~t th~. ju. ry. b~cl f ~iJ~d to n pply and to be guided by tbe pl~in q).qar J1µ1-
guag-~ of th~ instrnatjoll, 
The Court disposed of that contention by tp.~ follQm.ng 
lnng11.nge At p. 901: · 
'~The jury frow the ovidepce were warra.nt~d ip believing 
tbat h.tl did not violate Cod~ S9c. 2154 (1:12) &n,d tbat h~ looked 
i.md. ~aw th~t hi~ negotiation of th~ crof;sing· could l:>e 'µJ.ade in 
snfety', used in the statute and 11sed in instructiQn No. 7 by 
the r11le of reuson, and the ordinary n1le of human con,dlJQt 
µndeF e~i~th1g conditions. · · mt a mov~ment ca'Q. be 
'm . ' not mean tbat a drive ()-
b" ·--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-"-W;IU.U.V 
In Wright v. Viar, 162 Va. 510, the Court in :r~f~rri:ng to 
th.(} duti~i; impo~~d u;ncl~r Section 2154 (1.~2) Qf ',rhe Qpde, 
(1) §:1:iall first see that su<!ll movement can be ;made in safety, 
~:p.g. (2) shall g!ive th~ proper signal, said at pag~ ij14: · ., 
!! lµ thfl perf QrmanQE) of thosl;l duties ha must l;);irnrcise Qf• / 
dinary car-e. H~ }Jlust us..e..J e care ronmwllsu;rate with t[e 
d~n~h such a . · · · 
/ 
' 13' ~A.ij above shown The Supremo Conrt of ,Appeals has 
tit l~&st twice ~tated that the languag·ij of CQde S~ction 
2154 (122) "first see that such movement can be made in 
safety", is to be constru~d to mean, to use reasonable care 
to see that the mo1.'ement can be ,made in safety. 
'l'~ qu~sti,m lwre iR not t,o much the legal interpretation 
pf th~ at11tute, 'rlmt is Bet.tled by tho cnE-:es 9f Virginia, ct<J,, 
v, /:IQUcvnd (~uvm), imrl TT'-right v. Viar (icmpra)r The ql:J~~-: 
tion with which we are concerned is ·what ii th~ !lleauing t],lat 
tb~ jQry is li}{~ly to nttaoh to th~ Engfo;h lang11age used, 
lt ijhOllld };,ij re~embered that a jury is ~ompos('d of la.y-
m~n :not tFa!n~cl in th~ Law, hut rather qn&lified in the lit~ral 
interpretation of the EngliRh language, according- to the 
usual and common acceptation of the words. If a father 
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should tell the nurse of his inf ant child that the dutv is upon 
her before crossing a street to first see that the crossing can 
be made in safety, the meaning intended and understood 
would be something more than the use of ordinary care. It 
would be rather that the nurse was to keep the child out of 
danger, and nof take any chances, and be responsible for the 
safe crossing. 
These are days of diffusion of military training among 
. jury material. In the military service if a subordinate is or-
dered to :first see that a movement can be made in safety, 
14• and the movement. meets with disaster, is the 6 subordi-
- nate absolved from blame by proof that he exercised 
reasonable care? I doubt it. At any rate according to the 
common acceptation the order wonld have been violated. 
It is submitted that aside from the legal interpretation, but 
rather by the application of the usual and common accepta-
tion of the words, there is much merit in the contention of the 
appellant in the Virg-in-ia, etc., Company v. Hollalfl,d case 
(supra), namely that the language "first see that such move-
ment can be made in safety" carries with it something more 
than the duty to use reasonable care; and that the words 
carry with them the. duty to see that the movement can be 
done free from the possibility of danger, and that the person 
making the turn is an insurer of the safe completion of the 
movement. It is submitted that such is the common and 
usual construction of the language used. 
If such is the usual and common interpretation of the words 
used, but is not the legal interpretation, then it is suggested 
that it would be wise to clear up the distinction by the use of 
such lang11ag·e as to merge the two interpretations. What is 
the objection to making: clear that which may be actively 
harmful in its potential interpretation? The objection could 
have easily been corrected by the use of the language "use 
reasonable .care to see that the left-hand turn can be made in 
safety.'' Such was the suggestion made by counsel for the 
defendants to the trial ,T uclge, and refused by the Court. 
15~ *PR.A.YER. 
Wherefore your petitioners pray this Honorable Court to 
. grant them a Writ of Error with superlrndeas to the judgment 
aforesaid, review and reverse said judgment, set aside the 
verlict and grant a new trial. 
Copy of this petition was mailed on the 11th day of April, 
l947, to Mr. A. A. Banp;el, Colony Theatre Building, Ports-
mouth, Virginia, counsel for the plaintiff in the Court below. 
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Petitioners adopt this petition as their brief and desire to 
state orally the reasons for reviewing the decisions com-
plained of. This petition is being presented to Mr .. Justi~ 
Eggleston., at his office in the City of Norfolk, Virginia. 
DONALD J. SMITH, 
FLOYD W. SIMPSON, 
By JOHN L. RIXEY, 
of counsel i 
RIXEY AND RIXEY, 
.Attorneys for Petitioners, 
Citizens Bank Building, 
~orfolk., Virginia. . 
I, John S. Rixey, an ~ttorney-at-law, practicing in the Su-
preme Court of Appeals of Virginia, do certify that in my 
opinion it is proper that the judgment and decision com-
plained of in the foregoing petition should be reviewed by 
said Court. 
Received Apr.11, 1947. 
By JOHN S. RIXEY, 
Citizens Bank Building, 
Norfolk, Virginia. ·· 
J. W. E. 
April 22, 1947. Writ of error and s1tpersedeas awarded. 
Bond $6,000. 
M. B. W. 
REOOI\D 
In ~he Circui.t Court of Norfolk County,. Virginia .. 
NOTJCIU QF APPEAL .. 
0Etq_;r L~e- Qlark 
v. 
Donald J. Smith and Floyd W. Simpson .. 
To Mr. A . .A. Bangel, Counsel for the Plaintiff: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on the 1st day of Febrmu,y,. 
1947, the undersigned will present to the Honorable E. L .. 
0Ast, .Jtmg~ qf-th~ Qir~w.t Q~nirt 9f Norfolk Coµnty, Virgipia,. 
At tlie l;,mrtAQllije, i;IJ. Pgrtt3m~uth, ,VirghJ.i~, $te~o.gr0:pbi~ r~-
ncn;t Qt -Ole. test@ony fP:J.d. Ather _ Pr_<>~~editig~ ii! the trial <;>f 
Uie 3bgv~=~ntitl~d ~p,§e for ~~rtµi,c;3ti9,:J. by th~ J 1.1-dg~, imd 
will, on the same date, make application to the Cl~rk-of §~P. 
court· for a transcript of the record in said case, for the pur-
pose of presenting tlie ~all!e to the Supreme Court of Appeals. 
of Virgi11:i~ with a petition for a writ of error and supersedea.~ 
to th~ :final juqgxq~~t of the f;aid trial court in said case. 
DONALD J. SMITH, 
FLOYD. W. SIM.J?SQN .. 
By RIXEY & RIXEY, 
Counsel for the Defendant. 
Legal service of the above notice is hereby accepted thi~ 
2:itb ibry gf J ijp.u0,ry, 1947 · 
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.A.. A. BANGEL, 
Attorney for the Plaintiff. 
RECORD. 
Pleas before the Circuit Court of Norfolk County, at the 
Courthouse of said County, on the 3rd day of Februarr, 
1947 .. 
Be it remembered, that heretofore, to-wit: On the 5th dav 
or August, 1946, came the plaintiff, by counsel, and filed hfs 
Notice of Motion for Judgment, in the words and figures fol-
lowing, to-wit: 
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To Donald J. Smith, 335 Barclay Avenue, 
Alexander Park, Norfolk County, Va. 
To Floyd W. Simpson, 4 Alwin Place, 
Cradock, Norfolk County, Va. 
You, and each of you are hereby notified that I shall. ·011 
the 7th day of October, 1946, at 10:00 9'clock A. M., or as 
soon thereafter as I can be heard, move the Circuit Court of 
Norfolk County, Virginia, at the Courthouse thereof, for a 
judgment and award of execution against each of you for the 
sum of $10,000.00, which sum of money is dne· from each of yon 
to the undersigned plaintiff, for this, to-wit: That hereto-
fore, to-wit: on the 20th day of June, 1946, yon owned, oper-
ated and controlled a motor vehicle which was being operated 
in Norfolk County, Virginia; that on said date the under· 
signed plaintiff was lawfully and properly proceeding along 
Airline Turnpike, in Norfolk County, Virginia; that by reason 
of your negligence in the operation of your said motor· vehicle, 
yon cansed it to come into violent contact with the vehicle 
operated by the undersigned plaintiff, and as a 
page 3 ~ direct result of which I was seriously and perma-
nently injnrcd, which serious and permanent in-
juries caused me to suffer, and I will in the future be caused 
to suffer pain, caused me to expend, and I will in the :future 
be caused to expend a large sum of money in an endeavor to 
be healed and cured of said injuries, caused me to lose and I 
will in the future be caused to lose a large sum of money 
which I would otherwise have earned. 
OSCAR LEE CLARK, 
By A. A. BANGEL, Counsel. 
And the return of the Sheriff of Norfolk County on the said 
N oticee of Motion is in the words and figures following- to-
wit: 
Not finding Floyd vV. Simpson nor any member of his family 
above the age of sixteen years at his usual place of abode I 
executed the within process in the County of N o:rrfolk, Va.,. this 
the 3rd day of August, 1946, by
1 
leaving a copy hereof posted 
at the FRONT DOOR of his place of abode. , 
J. A. HODGES,, 
Sheriff County of Norfolk, Va. 
By D. G. KEE, Deputy. 
\ 
• I 
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B. J. Barrett. 
Date 8-3-46. 
Unable to :find or locate Daniel L. Smith, in Norfolk Co1:lllty, 
Va. . 
J. A. HODGES, Sheriff. 
D. G. KEE, Deputy. 
page 4 ~ In the Circuit Court of Norfolk County, Virginia. 
TRANSCRIPT OF TESTIMONY. 
Oscar Lee Clark 
v. 
Donald J. Smith and Floyd W. Simpson. 
Stenographic transcript of the testimony introduced and 
proceedings had upon the trial of the above entitled case, in 
said court, on the 10th day of December, 1946, before Hon. 
E. L. Oast, Judge of said Court, .and a jury. 
Present: Mr. A. A. Bangel, counsel for the plaintiff; Messrs. 
Rixey & Rixey (John S. Rixey, Esq.), counsel for the de-
fendants. 
Phlegar & Craig, 
Shorthand Reporters, 
, Norfolk, Virginia. 
page 5 ~ The jury was sworn on its voir dire and selected 
and sworn to try the issue joined. 
The witnesses were sworn. 
Opening statem~nts were made for the respective pa~ies. 
B. J. BARRETT, 
a witness on behalf of the plaintiff, was :first duly sworn, and 
testified as follows : 
Examined by Mr. Bangel: 
Q. State your name. 
A. B. J. Barrett. 
Q. Where do you live? 
A. 3607 Brighton. 
, Q. And that is in Norfolk County? 
A. That is right. 
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B. J. Barrett. 
Q. Is that very far from Rodman Y 
A. I would say about a block. 
Q. Where are you employed 7 
A. Southern Railway. . 
Q. How long have you been employed there? 
A. Since 1915. . 
Q. Thirty years. Did you witness an accident which took 
place at the intersection of Rodman Aveµue and Air Line 
Boulevard on June 7, 1946 Y 
A. Yes, sir; I saw it. • 
page 6% r Q. Where were you Y 
A. I was standing at Mr. Forehand's filling 
station. 
Q. And Mr. Forehand's filling station is how far from 
where this accident occurred 7 . 
A. I would judge it would be somewhere around 60 feet, 
more or less; not over that . 
. Q. Is that· 50 yards or feet Y 
A. 60 feet. 
Q. In your own way, tell me and the jury just what you saw, 
without any questions from me. 
A. Judge, Your Honor, and jury: I will tell you what I 
saw to the best of my ability in a few words, and it is all I 
can say. 
The truck came up to Mr. Forehand 's station and got gas. 
I was standing right there when he got the gas. -
He whipped back on the Air Line Highway without any 
stop, and whipped back in a half-moon shape into Rodman 
A.venue, and that is all I know about it. 
Q. ] 1orehand 's service station is located where Y 
A. On Rodman A venue; it is on the Air Line Highway 
right close to Rodman A venue, before you reach the inter-
~ection of Rodman A venue. 
Q. Was the station facing towards Portsmouth Y 
A. No, sir, it was not; it was faced towards Rod-
page 7 r man Avenue when he got his gas. 
Q. And is that on the south side Y • 
A. On the left-hand side, coming from Portsmouth. 
Q. So that would be on the east side of .Air Line Turnpike, 
if that runs practically north and south? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You say he left the gas station and started in a south-
westerly direction along Air Line Turnpike? 
· A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Which side of the road is that on T 
1'6 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
B. J. Bar'l'ett. 
A. He whipped across and was on the other side. 
Q. Did he give any signal of any kind t 
A. No, sir. 
Q. In which direction did he turn Y 
A. To his left. 
1 
Q. When he turned to his left, was there any. vehicle ap-
proaching in a norther 1y direction Y 
A. Ne-; I didn't see any .. 
Q. Did you 9 see the impact of the two cars coming to-
gether! 
A. I saw them when they ran together. 
· Q. On which side of the road was Mr. mark when he 
struck? 
A. The car that got struck by the truck was on the right-
hand side, coming into town. 
page 7% ~ Q. Was, he in his proper line of travel Y. 
A. He was that. 
Q. Did the truck leave his proper lane of travel when h~ 
was struck? 
.A. He was bound to when he went into Rodman Avenue. 
CROSS EXAMINATION .. 
By Mr. Rixey: 
Q. Where were you! , 
'A. I was at Mr. Forehand's. :fiJiling statiion. 
Q. Inside! 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Was it on Rodman Avenue!-' 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Then it is on Air Lme Turnpike and not Rodman f 
A. 'I'hat is. right. 
Q. There is a street which comes in between the gas station 
and Rodman Avenue? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What street is than 
A: Yes, sir. 
A. I don't know .the name of it. 
Q. There are th-re.e streets there! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Rodman, and Air Line Turnpike, and this third street 
you don't know the name off 
page 7%, ~ A. I don't know the. name: of it. 
Q. Have you decided how far the serviee station 
was from the intersection! ' 
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B. J. Barrett. 
A. Yes, I imagine about 60 feet. 
Q. You said first 60 yards. 
A. I changed it to feet. 
Q. Which do you sayf 
A. I would say around 60 feet, as near as I can guess at it. 
Q. There is no doubt about the fact that Mr. Smith, the man 
who was driving the truck, stopped in the station? 
A. He stopped in the station. . 
Q. So he was then 60 feet away from where the accid~nt 
occurredY 
A. I think so. 
Q. So in using the words "whipped around",· whatever he 
did in the way of whipping around, he did in 60 feet Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you claim that he got up to any great speed in. 00 
feet? 
A. I say he whipped out of that, bnt I don't say what speed. 
Q. At any rate, be was standing perfectly still 60 feet fr(jm 
where he was struck? ~ 
A. When he got his gas,, of course he was. 
page 8 ~ Q. ·when he went out of the station, he went out 
on the Air Line Boulevard and went over on the 
right-hand side of the boulevard and headed toward Alex-
ander's Corner; is that right 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then you say he did not stop any more between there 
and the place of accident? 
A. No. 
Q. How fast was he traveling¥ 
A. I couldn't tell you how fast because I was not driving 
the car and I don't know anything about the speed of it. 
Q. You don't know about that 1 
A. I would not like to say. 
Q. i ou didn't see him after he pulled out in the Air Line Y 
.A. I would not say about speed, becallse I don't know the 
speed of automobiles. 
Q. You don't know that he held out his hand? 
A. He didn "t ho~d out his hand. 
Q. Were you looking at his hand? 
A. I was not looking for an accident. 
Q. Why would you be looking for his· handf (Paus~.) 
I am trying to get at what you saw . 
.A.. I saw it. 
page, 9 r. Q. When the man left the gas station, you didn't 
think there would be an accident, and were· not con-
cern~d with it? 
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A. No, I didn't bother my mind. 
Q. Did you know Mr. SmithY 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Who was in the truck with Mr. Smith Y 
A. There was a lady and two children, but who they were 
I don't know. · 
Q. Did you see Mr. Clark comingY 
A. I never saw his car until they were together. 
Q. So you don't know where his car was· before the acci-
dent Y 
A. He was on Air Line. 
Q. How do you know he was on the Air Line if you didn't 
see him.Y · 
A. Because he couldn't have turned around if he had not 
been on the Air Line. 
Q. I want to know where he was when you.saw himY 
A. When I saw him was when the cars went together, and 
just turned the head of his car right around almost parallel 
with Rodman Avenue. 
Q. Parallel with Rodman Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You say he turned parallel with Rodman; did he turn 
to the north or to the south Y 
page 10 ~ A. ·Knocked to the south. 
Q. It must have been to the north then; is that· 
rightY 
Mr. Bangel: Give him a diagram. 
By Mr. Rixey: 
Q. Rodman runs north and south? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You say he turned parallel with Rodman Y 
A. The head end of his car, the front end of his car, was 
turned down Rodman to the right. 
Q. I thought you said knocked to the right? 
A. It was knocked to the south. 
Q. The front end of his car then was turned to the south ; 
is that righU 1 
A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. Parallel with Rodman A venue Y 
A. i say I don't know. 
Q. Was he entirely out of the Air Line? 
A. I don't know whether his car was still on Air Line. 
Q. Row much on Air Line Y 
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B. J. Barrett. 
A. I don't know. 
Q. Did vou notice any skid marks made by either car Y· 
., A. Only where the car was hit, when it knocked 
page 11 } it over the highway. 
Q. Did you observe the officer who stepped off 
the marks made by Mr. Clark's carY 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you see them Y 
A. I didn't have anything to do with it. 
Q. I asked, did you see it 7 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you see any marks made by Mr. Smith's truck! 
A. I saw the marks where they went together! 
Q. How long were they? . · o 
A. I imagine just about three feet long. 
Q. Made by which car? 
A. I couldn't tell you .. 
Q. Did you see ].\fr. Clark out there after the accidenU . 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You went out there? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was he unconscious 7 
A. I don't think so. 
Q. Was he dazed? 
A. I saw a little blood on him. 
Q. Where was the blood 7 
A. On his ear. 
Q. Did you see that? 
A. I saw it .. 
page 12 ~ Q. Did he seem to be hurt in any way except the 
blood on his ear 7 
A. I couldn't say. 
Q. You were there on the scene all the time? 
A. Yes, sir, I was until they moved him later. 
Q. Did Mr. Clark act like he was hurt outside of a cut 
place on the ear Y 
A. Not to me, because I didn't say anything to him. 
Q. You say he was not unconscious 7 
A. No ; he was talking when I saw him. 
Q. Why do you say he could have stopped before he en-
tered Rodman A venue? 
A. I just told what I heard other people say. 
Q. You are talking about what you heard other people 
say7 
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A. I don't drive a car, and I don't know whether he could 
have stopped. · 
Q. You said, and I took your words down, "He could have 
stopped when he reached Rodman'' ; you said that, didn't 
youY 
A. According to what other people said, it seemed to me so. 
Q. Did Mr. Clark stop when he reached RodmanY 
A. I couldn't say. · 
Q. You know that he did not t 
page 13 ~ A. I didn't see him until the cars hit. 
Q. If it was the duty of Mr. Smith to stop when 
he reached· Rodman, it was the duty of Mr. Clark to stop. 
Mr. Bangel: o1 object ·to that. There was no sign ·on Air 
Line Turnpike, was there Y 
Witness: No, sir. 
Mr. Rixey: He is your witness, and I have a right to cross 
examine him. · 
By Mr; Rixey: 
Q. That is a very heavily trafficed intersection out there. 
isn't itY 
. A. I should imagine the Air Line has right good heavy 
traffic. 
Q. And there is heavy traffic. on Rodman Avenue T 
.A. At times. 
Q. As a matter of fact, that is one of the most dangerous 
intersections around this section, isn't iU 
A. I would not like to sav. 
Q. You live how far away Y· 
A. About a block from there. 
Q. When this accident occurred, was it dark or daylight 01 
A. It was daylight. 
Q. It was not necessary to have lights t 
A. No. 
Q. Did either of the vehicles have lights? 
page 14 r. A. Not that I bow of. 
Q. It was not nee.essaryt 
A. No, not that I know of .. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By .Mr. B&ngel: 
Q. Did you know either of these gentleman involved in 
that accident Y 
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B. J. Barrett. 
A. No; I never saw one of them before in my life. · 
Q. You are here because you were subpoenaed! 
A. That is right. 
Q. And you tell the Court and the jury all you know about 
it7 ' 
A. 'l1hat is right. 
Q. Was there any stopping of the truck from the time it 
left the :filling station until the impact? -
A. No, sir. · 
Q. Were there any signals given from the time he left the 
service station until the impact 7 
A. No, sir. · 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
· By Mr. Rixey: 
Q. So there was nothing in the action. of that truck to 
cause you to follow it with your eye, was there! 
page 15 ~ A. I was looking at it. 
Q. Was there anything to call your attention to 
that truck as it went out1 
A. In what manner do you mean? 
Q. You understand my question, don't you f You saw the 
truck there at the station Y · 
A. I saw the truck at the station. 
Q. You say there was nothing to indicate that there was 
going to be an accident? 
A. There was not to me. 
Q. What was there about the truck which caused you to 
look at it as it went from the station on to the point of acci-
dent? 
A.· Nothing but a man's eye looking .at it when it went down 
the highway. 
Q. In looking at the truck is all that you could say7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And it moved 60 feet from where it came out of the 
station to where the accident occurred? 
A. Yes, sir. 
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a witness on behalf of the plaintiff, was first duly 
sworn, and testified as follows: 
. Examined by Mr. Bangel: 
Q. You oper~~e the service station at Air µne Turnpike! 
A. That is right. * 
Q. The service station is located on what side of Air Line 
Turnpike! · 
A. On the left going out. 
Q~ Air Line Turnpike runs approximately in what direc-
tion! 
.A:. I reckon north and south, or something like that, may-
be. 
Q. Now, . is there an intersecting road at your service sta-
ti.on Y 
· A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Approximately how far is your service station from Rod-
man Avenue! 
A. I would say 70 or 75 feet. 
Q. On what side of Air Line Turnpike is your station Y 
A. On the left side. 
Q. That would be the left side 7 
A. Yes, sir .. 
Q. Will you draw a diagram of this Y 
A. It is all right here (producing a diagram). 
· Q. You hand me a diagram which was rnade by 
page 17 ~ you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You have two lines here Y 
A. That is the· Air Line. 
Q. Do you mind marking that '' Air Line'' 7 
A. (Witness does so~) 
Q. Show me what you term approximately northY 
A.· Here (indicating). 
Q. Is that going towards Portsmouth 1 
· A. Yes, sir. 
Q. This is the service station (indicating) T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. This would he going east? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Bangel: Does Your Honor want to see it T. 
The Court: I think you should talk louder; I doubt if the 
reporter can take it. 
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F. H. Forehand,. 
By Mr. Bangel : 
Q. Suppose you mark that "Air Line". 
A. ( Does so.) 
Q. Approximately how wide is the Air Line f 
A. Approximately 40 feet. 
Q. Will you put '' 40'' in there Y 
A. (Witness does so.) 
Q. Put an arrow to indicate hard surf ace. 
page 18} A. (Witness does so.) 
Q. What street is this Y 
A. Duke Street. 
Q. Will you mark thaU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, I notice you have ''Rodman''; will you mark ''Rod-
man" there Y 
A. Witness does so.) 
Q. Does Rodman extend across the Air Line Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you mind writing, the word ''Rodman'' there t 
A. (Witness does so.) 
Q. Where is your filling station f 
A. Right here. 
Q. Do you mind writing the word "Forehand" there! 
A. (Witness does so.) 
Q. Now, is there any stop sign there on Air Line Highway 
as it crosses Rodman and Duke Street Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Is there any stop sign at that intersection at alU 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Will you please indicate where the stop signs are 7 
· A. On the right-hand side of Duke. Street. 
page 19 ~ Q. Please put a dot there. 
A. (Witness does so.) 
· Q. Are there any other stop signs f 
· A. There (indicating). 
Q. Do you mind putting a dot there. 
A. (Witness does so.) One on the left-hand side of Duke 
Street. 
Q. Do you mind putting a dot there Y 
A. (Witness does so.) · 
Q. You have indicated that all intersecting· streets on Rod-
man Avenue have stop signs on them Y · 
A. Yes, sir, all intersecting streets on the left side. 
Q. And Air Line has no stops on it Y 
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A~ Yes, sir. 
Q .. Is Air Line a through street f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, Mr. Forehand, you have estimated the distance 
from your station t9 Rodman Avenue as between 70 and 75 
feet. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did ·this truck, operated by Simpson, come to your sta-
tion? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you notice the truck came to a stop at your place t 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 20 ~ Q. When it finished at your place, what did it 
dof· 
A. Turned back to the Air Line and went south on the Air 
Line. 
Q. Did it stop at all before the impact! 
A. When I put the gas in, I started back in the station, and 
when the impact occurred I looked back. 
Q. The line here, indicating the point of impact. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The truck operated by Mr. Clark, which way was it 
pushed do,vn T Was it in a side direction f 
A. It was in a westerly direction. 
Q. What part of the truck struck this automobilef 
A. The truck's right-hand front fender and 'the Clark left-
hand front fender. 
Q. Did the truck take the ca.r as if going any great distance'? 
A. Not very far-three or four feet maybe. . 
Q. And when the car came to a stop, what was the position 
of the. automobile and the truck Y , · 
. A. They were sitting there located as if the truck's right 
front and the car's left front were toge_ther. 
Q, And they were headed in which direction f · 
A. They were more or less headed on Rodman. 
page 21 ~ CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Rixey: · 
Q. Now, Mr. Forehand, as I understand it, there ate three 
streets that come in theref 
A. That is right.' 
Q. Air Line Boulevard, Rodman Avenue and Duke Street f 
·A. Yes, sir. 
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F. H. Forehand . 
. Q. That is a very heavily traffiicked intersection, isn't iU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Bangel: I desire to introduce the diagram. I don't 
think I have done so. I ask that it be marked Exhibit No.1. 
By Mr. Rixey: 
Q. I understand your service station is on the east side 
of Air Line? 
A. That is right. 
Q. And to the north of Duke Street¥ 
A. That is right. 
Q. And it is 70 to 75 feet away from your station to where 
Rodman comes in T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you say the traveled portion of Air Line, the hard 
surface, is about 40 feet wideY 
A. About 40 feet. 
Q. Did you serve Mr. Smith with gas-are you 
page 22 } the one who gave him gas f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Just as soon as you started from serving him, you 
turned and went into the station T · 
· A. That is right. 
.Q. So you didn't actually see the accident, and dicln 't see 
the truck until after the accident was all over? 
A. No, sir. . 
Q. You didn't see Mr. Clark's car until the accidenU 
A. No, sir. 
Q. And after they hit, you have placed on the diagram, 
you have drawn the positions of the two vehicles as you found 
them after the accident f 
A. Not exactly where they were sitting, since they were 
knocked around a little. 
Q. And I believe you say that the Jeft front fender of Mr. 
Clark's car came in contact with the right front fender of 
Mr. Smith's? 
A. Yes, sir. 
The Court: It seems to me all these diagrams were put · · 
into evidence; the witness stated he did not see the accident, 
and he further stated that the cars depicted there are not as 
found by him; it seems to me that they should be so placed as 
found by him. . 
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page- _23 ~ By Mr. Rixey: 
· Q. May I ask him if he will kindly draw a.nother 
diagram or place these nearer the positions f Don't rub that 
out, :but take another. 
A. I made this one. 
Q.· I would like for the jury to see that you have made. 
A. I don't need but one. 
The Court: You are on examination now, and there is no 
objection to counsel's. request. 
By Mr. Rixey: 
Q. If you will, put the names of the streets on there. 
A. (Witness does so.) 
Q. Do you mind indicating the direction each one of these 
cars was going Y 
A. (Witness indicates.) 
Q. This Exhibit No. 2 on the yellow paper h~ where the 
two cars were directlv after the accidentf 
A. Yes, sir. .. 
Q. Did you see Mr. Clark after the accident? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what was his condition Y 
A. His left ear I believe was hurt on the side of the head, 
· and I asked him if be wanted to go to the hospital, 
page 24} and he said he felt all right then. 
Q. He was not knocked unconscious f 
A. Not then, no, sir. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Bangel: 
Q. Mr. Forehand, the position you have on the diagram, is 
that the position of the two cars after the impact and after 
they were at a standstill f 
· A. Yes, sir. 
'DR. V. JOHN MEIRGOLA, 
a witness on behalf of t11e plaintiff, was first duly sworn., and 
testified as follows : 
Examined by Mr. Bangel: 
Q. Doctor, you are a practicing physician in the City of 
Portsmouth, are you not f 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q.. And you have been for some years 7 
A. Yes, sir.. . 
Q. Doctor, you also are a physician for the Portsmouth 
Municipality, are you not Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And also connected with the City Clinic? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 25} Q. Did you have occasion to administer to a Mr. 
Clark, the plaintiff in this case 7 
A. I did at the time I was called in. 
Q. Where did you see him, Doctor Y 
A. King's Daughters' Hospital. , 
·Q. And what was his eondition when you saw him? 
A. He.appeared drowsy and complained of headache, weak-
ness and fatigue. . 
Q. How long did he remain at the hospital? Have you the 
hospital records Y 
A. He was admitted to the hospital on the 24th of June, 
and stayed there until July 3, and then we went back .on/the 
18th of July and stayed there until the 27th, and then he was 
admitted as a clinic, and I have seen him about once a week. 
Q. Doctor, while he was in the hospital, from June 24 to 
July 3, the treatment was for what? . . 
A. The treatment was for possible brain injury, and abra-
sions of the ear and pain behind the ear. 
Q. Was he confined to ·his bed in the hospital during that 
time! 
A. Yes, sir. . . 
Q. Did you admjnister to him there during that time Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How many times has he been admitted to the 
page 26 ~ emergency room since July 27 Y 
A. He seemed so well after the second discharge 
from the hospital for a period of about a month or 
so, and then seemed to get off again as far as the headaches 
were concerned, and he was re-admitted to the emerency room 
for the purpose of alleviating the pain, and various proceed-
ing·s were followed there. We tried to hold· up on the mor-
phine and other narcotics, because we did not want a dope 
fiend. 
Q .. When he was admitted to the hospital and the emer-
gency room, was he any numlJer of times off bis food Y 
A. Yes; I would say about .every third or fourth time. If 
it doesn't seem to help, we gave him morphine. 
Q. How many times has he been in the hospital for emer-
gency treatment since July 27' · 
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.A. I would not state offhand, but I have a record of him. 
Q. Will you look at the record and give us the date! 
A. I think 31 times from October·26 to December 7. It oc-
curred on an average of about every second or third day. 
Q. A total of 31 emergency treatments 7 
.A. 31 emergency treatments. 
Q. Is there anything that can be done for Mr. Clark at this 
time to relieve that condition which he suffers 
page 27 ~ from? 
A. Keeping him quiet .. 
Q. Nothing but keeping him quiet! 
A. That is right. 
Q. Is there any medical treatment you know of which would 
relieve this man of the condition that he suffers, except keep-
ing him quiet Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know how long he will suffer f rbm these at-
tacks-how many times he will ·go to the hospital t 
A. No. 
Q. ls there any way to determine that! 
A. No. 
Q. That condition is incleterminate at. this time! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Doctor, if he continues to suffer these intense headaches, 
as you describe, and receiving the· morphine shot~, or nar-
cotic shots, state whether or not that, in all probability, will 
make him a morphine addict? 
.A. Sure, if it is continued over a period of years. 
Q. State whether or not that is the reason yon are only 
giving him such treatment as you are? 
A. This man's condition is also associated with a nervous 
condition. Whether the nervous condition is directlv at-
tributable to the accident, I don't know. · 
page 28 }- Q. Doctor, dfl you know how much your bill now 
is for administering to him all this time Y 
A. I don't lmow offhand. I never made any. bill. 
Q. You don't know the exact amonnt? 
A. No. 
Q. What would it be for every day in the hospital? 
A. The first, $10, and then after three days in the hospital,. 
with the average run of cases, it is $3 a day. 
CROSS EXAMINATION .. 
Bt Mr. Rixey: 
Q. What does that amount tot 
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·A. I could figure that up right now for you. (Witness does 
so.) Appro:ximately $90. 
Q. Now, Doctor, as I understand, you didn't see this man 
until-tell us when vou first saw him Y 
A. In the hospita{, I believe I saw him about three or four 
days after the accident. 
Q. You saw him the :first day he came to the hospital I 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that was June 241 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And the accident occurred on June 20 f 
A. I believe so. 
· Q. Then you did not see him until four days 
pag-e 29 ~ after the accidentY 
A. No. 
Q. You say he had a cut place on the earT 
A. He had some lacerations to a portion of the ear. 
Q. By abrasions-
A. Black and blue, and also back of the ear over the mas-
toid bone. No other part of the ear was injured, it seemed. 
Q. You say he bas headaches now Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. You can only say what he told you f 
A. Yes, because I have no way of physically determinin~ 
that. We did take X-rays looking for a fracture. 
Q. There was no fracture? 
A. No. 
Q. As I understand it, he says that he bas headaches, and 
you have no way of either confirming or denying thaU 
A. No. 
Q. So you take it for what it is worth t 
A. Yes. 
Q. You say he was suffering from nervousn~ss t 
A. Yes. 
Q. I believe you say you could not say it was the result 
of the accident? 
A. No, I can't say it was the result of the acci-
page 30 ~ dent. The only thing, there is an increase in the 
amount of nervousness ; a~ time went on, there is 
more or less nervousness being exhibited. Whether it is due 
to the headaches, or not, I can't establish that fact definitely 
whether it is related to the accident. 
Q. You know nothing about his life outsidet 
A. No. 
Q. And his nervousness is larg-ely responsible for these 
headaches? 
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A. No. 
Q. I understood you to say as time went on the nervous-: 
ness increased T · 
A. It has increased. What I mean, i~ would be impossible 
for me to say whether the nervousness and tension wer~ all 
due to the headaches. 
Q. And your bill is $90 Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you send him to the hospital for these various emer-
gency' treatments? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You sent him there for that? 
A. That is the _reason that we followed this course, it is 
expensive at the hospital, and we tried to keep it at the mini-
mum. 
Q. When you sent him for these 31 treatments 
page 31 ~ at the hospital, did you treat him? 
A. No. I am called, and if I happen to be there 
we administer. 
Q. I am talking about this particular. case. I am talking 
about these 31. 
Mr. Bangel: The Doctor has read and said it is his own 
way. 
The Court: All right. 
Witness : . I haven't treated him directly for the complete 
31 treatments. 
By Mr. Rixey: · 
Q. How many times did you treat him in that 31? 
A. About six or seven. 
Q. And what did you treat him forY 
A. One of the three therapeutics, morphine and bartatol. · 
Q. And that is to stop the nervousness and headaches Y 
A. Yes~ sir. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By.Mr. Bangel: 
Q. You say you treated him six or seven times in the hos-
pital; would the hospital ~all you t· 
A. Yes ; I was there. 
Q. Although you didn't physically do it yourself, 
page 32 ~ it was done by your direction Y . 
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Q. Now, you testified .that you .saw he had lacerations and 
-abrasions to his ear, and swelling back of the head over the 
mastoid! 
A. The mastoid bone. . . . , : . . . 
Q. State whether or not in your opinion that would cause · 
concussion.of the brain-the condition there? 
.A. No, not necessarily. 
Q. Would it cause-
Mr. Rixey: I object. . 
By Mr. Bangel: 
Q. State whether or not the headaches that he is suffering 
from could be caused by the accident here involved 7 · 
A. Yes., sir. 
Mr. Rixey: I object to that. He said it could have been 
caused; I think the question is objectionable, and I ask Your 
Honor to strike it. 
Mr. Bangel: Let me change it. 
By Mr. Bangel: 
Q. I ask you whether the bruise that he is suffering from 
was caused by that blow7 
A. That is probable. 
By Mr. Rixey: . 
Q. I understood you to say that he did not have any frac-
ture of the skull t 
page 33 } A. No, he did not. . . 
Q. And as I understand 1t, you couldn't say 
whether he had concussion, or not Y 
A. No. That is why I am making the probable statement. 
Q. You don't know whether he had concussion? 
A. No. 
Q. What is concussionY 
A. Concussion is a swelling of the brain in a local area. 
Q. You cannot say whether he is suffering from concus-
sion Y 
.A. No; because I saw the man four days later. 
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a witness on behalf' of the plaintiff, was first duly sworn, and 
t~~tified as follows : 
Examined by Mr. Bangel: 
Q. State your nnme., please t 
A. · C. K. Lamb. 
Q. Mr. Lamb, you are a member of the Norfolk County 
Constabulary! 
A. Yes. 
Q. And have been for a number of years Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 34 ~ Q. Did you visit the scene of the accident in 
which the car operated by Mr. Clark and a truck 
Operated by :Mr. Smith were involvea on Air Line Turnpiket 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you draw a diagram of what you saw ther~ Y 
A .. Yes, sir. Q. Rave you that diagram there t 
.A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. May I see it, please? . 
A. (The paper was produced.) 
Q. Do you mind stepping- down here, please? You have 
indicated Rodman A.venu~ an~ a stop si~ Y • 
A. Y~s, sir; the stop sign 1s on the nght .. hand side of the 
Air Line, near Duke Street, and olltl on the right-hand side 
going north, and one here (indicating). There are fou'r stop 
signs. 
Q. This diagram is offered. 
Mr. Bangel: We offer it, and ask that it be mark~d ''lllx-
hibit No. 3. '' 
(The paper was so marked.) 
By Mr. Bangel: 
Q. Is Air Line Turnpike a thrbugh highway? 
A. Yes, sir, it is. 
Q. Is it one of the arterial highways of th~ state Y 
A. Yest sir. 
page 35 ~ Q. ls Duke Street a throllgh st:reet1 
A. No, sir. 
Q: Is there any sign on Duke Street Y 
A. There is a stop sign on each side of Air Line for Duke 
Street. 
Q. Is Rodman A venue a stop street Y 
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A. There is a stop sign on each side of Rodman. · 
Q. Are these stop signs put there by the State Highway 
Department? 
A. That is right. 
Q. Is there any stop sign on Air Line to stop T 
A. It is a through street. 
Q. What is the speed limit at that poinU 
A. Fifty miles an hour. 
Q. Did you see the accident? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you come there shortly after the happening of the 
accident? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Will you take your diagram and indicate the positions 
of the cars, as you saw them 1 Take it over there and show 
to the jury. · 
A. (Witness does so.) "\\Tb.en I came up on the accident., 
the left-hand side of the car was there, and the right-hand 
side of Smith's tru~k had collided. I found Clark, 
page 36 } and, if I am not mistaken, l1e was still sitting in his 
car. This car had been switched around a little 
bit to the soutl1 on Rodman Avenue. I don't think it was out 
of the intersecti9n. All the avenue was pretty well blocked 
by the truck and the car in the intersection. 
Q. Air Line Highway has how many lanes of traffic at that 
point? 
A. Two lanes of traffic. 
Q. Air Line Highway lias two lanes at the intersection of 
Rodman A venue? 
A. That is right. 
Q. And Rodman A venue has how many lanes of traffic f 
A. Two lanes. 
Q. Did you notice any abrasion or injury to Mr. Clark at 
the time? 
A. Yes. ]\fr. Clark had bis left ear bleeding. I asked him 
if he didn't want me to carry him to the hospital, and he said 
he was not hurt bad, and he didnt want to go to the hospital. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Rixey: . · . 
Q. When did you draw this diagram-at the time or this 
morning? 
A. I drew another diagram and taken this from tl1at. 
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. Q. That, as I understand, represents the posi-
page 37 J tion of the two cars when you arrived Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You have drawn the tail end of the truck about in the 
center of Air Line Boulevard; is that correct? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The tail end of the truck is about the center line? 
A. Just about. It was not much further. 
Q. So there was nothing to the west or north Y Half of the 
Air Line was open 7 
A. Yes, sir, almost half of it .. 
Q. And you have drawn all of the truck practically all of it 
to the right Y 
A. I dont know exactly the points of the compass. Some 
call it north and some south. Air Line runs northeast and 
.southwest. 
Q. You have Rodman up here in the direction of north Y 
A. That is right. 
Q. And you have drawn a similar direction east of the cen-
ter lane on Rodman A venue T 
. A. That is right-it is practically all of it. This truck 
was almost in the center; a part of it was in the center of the 
road. 
· . Q. I say you have drawn the left side of the 
page 38 ~ truck about in the center? 
. A. A little over the center. It is a little bit over 
· the center. 
Q. You have it about even with the center line there, I 
think; that is about correct, isn't iU 
A. That' is true. 
Q. Did you notice any skid marks made by either car Y 
-A. Yes, sir; the one on Air Line road or boulevard, about 
35 feet. 
Q. Made by which car Y 
A. Made by the Clark car. 
Q. 35 feet; were they heavy skid marks Y 
A. They were just tire tracks; any skid marks would do 
that on any road that you would apply your brakes. 
Q. So you saw those skid marks made by the Clark car 
for 35 feet! 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. Did you measure them, or step it offY 
A. I stepped it off. 
Q. _Did you see any skid marks made by the Smith truck? 
A. There were probably two or three feet of skid marks. 
, Q. Did you see them Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
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the plaintiff, was :first duly sworn, and testified as 
follows: 
Examined by Mr. Bangel: 
Q. State your name. 
A. O.· L. Clark. 
Q. Mr. Clark, you were operating an automobile on. Air 
Line Highway, and going in which direction Y 
A. In a car on Air Line, coming into Portsmouth. 
Q. How many travel lanes on that highway 7 
A. Two. 
Q. Which lane were you in? · 
A. The right-hand lane entering Portsmouth. · 
Q. You were coming i.n a northeasterly direction into Ports-
mouth on the Air Line Turnpike? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The truck was going in which direction? 
A. Meeting me on the other side of the road. Just before 
I got to the intersection I saw a car coming out of Rodman, 
which I didn't have very far to see. It looked to me like 
coming at a fast speed, and it looked to me that he wouldn't 
stop before entering .Air Line, which was right in front of 
me. I mashed on the brake, and I thought he would stop. I 
released. the brake to get some gas, and then he struck me. 
Q. :rhe automobile you were noticing was the 
page 40 ~ one on Rodman Avenue 7 
A. Yes., sir. 
Q. And that was swinging in what direction on RodmanY 
A. I guess it would be north. 
Q. At that point, was there a stop sign there Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was it the duty of that car to stop on Rodman 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When the car did not stop on Rodman, you put your 
foot on the gas? 
A. Yes, sir, to move on. 
Q. Did you see this truck on the high way before the im-
pact? . 
A. Yes, sir; the truck was on his side of the road. 
Q. Was there any signal of any kind given by him t 
A. No ; I didn't see any signal given by him. He was in 
50 or 75 feet. of me, and he still hadn't given any signal. I 
was watching the car on the right. This man didn't give 
any signal, and I didn't think it was going to make a left 
turn. 
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Q. From the time you saw him until the time he moved, 
was any signal given by him Y 
A. No, I didn't see any at all. 
Q. Did he make a turn of any kind? 
A. He was making a turn to come into the street. 
Q. Did he have to make much of a turn to leave 
page 41 ~ · the highway and get into your car f 
A. Not a great deal,, no, sir. 
Q. Was there over six feet between the two cars when he 
made the turfl.;_ .. 
··,. 
Mr. Rixey: I object. 
By Mr. Bangel: 
Q. What part of your automobile was struckf 
A. The left-hand front. 
Q. And what part of the truck struck you Y 
A. The front part of the truck. 
Q. \Vas there anything at all done by the driver of the 
truck to indicate that he meant to leave his lane of travel f 
A. No, not that I saw. 
Q. After the impact, wl1at happened to the automobile you 
were driving Y 
A. I went into Mr. Forehand's service station. 
Q. Before it was moved, it was broken! 
A. It looked as if he was going to shove 'it down Rodmah 
A venue. He kind of guided the front around, and tl,le car was 
sitting at an angle. 
Q. Where was the truck in regard to your car Y 
A. The truck was hung up into the front fender ,and he 
had p1it the truck in back gear, and jerked it two 
page 42 ~ or three times to get it from being hung up from 
the fender of the car I was driving. 
Q. Did you make your turn back from the edge of the hard 
surface to your side of the hard surface Y 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. How far is itf 
A. On the same side. 
Q. And how many lanes are there? 
A. Two. 
Q. Do you know how wide the truck was f · 
A. No, I do not. · 
Q. After the impact, did you leave before the car and truck 
were moved! 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. Then where was the car moved to 7 
A. The car was moved to Mr. Forehand's service station. 
Q. Where was the truck 1 
A. The wrecker picked it up. 
Q. ,v ere you there Y 
A. I felt a little drunk and dizzy, and I thought maybe 
it was from the shock, and that I would be all right, and then 
I felt drowsy. 
Q. Did you think that you received any serious injuryf 
A. No, sir. 
page 43 } Q. Was there any bleeding f 
A. My left ear was bleeding pretty bad at that 
time. 
Q. Was there any ipark or abrasion except that Y 
A. No. I got the lick on the outside of my head. 
Q. You have indicated the left ear and left side of your 
head? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you go to the hospital at alH 
A. I went out to Maryview Hospital. 
Q. '1Vho took you to Maryview Hospital 7 
A. I don't know the fell ow. He asked me, '' Is there any-
where I could take you l'' and I said, ''Yes; I want you to 
take me home". It kept bleeding, and I said, "You can run 
me out to Maryview". I think the intern was Dr. Brown, and 
he told me, "The condition you are in, you should be ad-
mitted", and I said, "Well, I think I will wait a day or two", 
and I waited that. 
Q. What did he do for you at tlie hospital? 
A. ·washed my ear and bandaged it. 
Q. Who took you home from the hospital Y 
A. I don't know his name. 
Q. And did you ever learn his name or address T 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Where were you employed at the time? 
page 44 } A. I was working for Mr. Wilder, 619 Wilder 
Georgia A venue, Washington Heights. 
Q. What was your weekly compensation? 
A. They agreed to give me $50 a week. 
Q. Did you give up another position to go theref 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How many days were you there before you were hurt f 
A. Three or four days. 
Q. 1Vere you able to go to work after this accident! 
A. I was sick at my stomach and my l1ead, so I took aspirin, 
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and the more I took the worse it got. On Saturday I felt 
fairly good, and Sunday night it was so bad I could not stand 
it. 
. Q. Talk louder. . 
A. On the following Sunday, I think it was, they sent me 
to the hospital. 
Q. What hospital were you takP-n to! 
A. King's Daughters'. 
Q. How long did you remaiu at Kiug's Daughters'! 
A. I don't know how many days. 
Q. This is the hospital bill ; you can refresh you~ memory 
(handing paper). 
A. This is 6th to the 24th, and 27th to the 3rd. 
Q. Were you confined to the hospital Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 45 } Q. Your hospftal bill for that time was how 
much? 
A. $88.75. 
Q. Were you confined to bed in the hospital during that 
timeY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who was treating you Y 
A. Dr. Meirgola. 
Q. After you left the hospital on July 27, how did you feel Y 
A. I felt very good awhile, and got along, I will say, ex-
cellently from the _way I felt. I was compelled to go to work; 
there was no way in the world I could live without it. I 
went to work, and I couldn't stand it. 
Q. Whom did you work for Y 
A. R. D. Picket, 2101 County Street. 
Q. What happened to your working there Y 
A. The :first few weeks I worked there I felt pretty good, 
but I got so I couldn't eat. After a time there they sent me 
to the hospital. The last day I worked for Mr. Picket I 
walked in and put the money in the ticket register, and I 
dropped some things, and said I was not able to work-he 
said, ''You are not able to attend to it"; he said, "I can ·t 
leave you by yourself because I don't know the minute vou 
will fall out. It is not that I don't want you to work for me; 
I had as well for you to work for me as any man 
page 46 } I know''. 
Q .. How long did you work there? 
A. I don't know, bnt Rix or eight weeks. 
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Q. Were you able to get a position after that Y 
A. No; I asked two or three different ones about a job, and 
they asked who I worked for, and they knew the condition I 
was in, and they said they couldn't use me in that condition. 
Q. How many times have you gone to the hospital since? 
A. They have 31 here, and I guess that is as near as we can 
get it. 
Q. Have you given the date? ;.-;i, ·._-
A. 10/25, 10/27, 10/29, 10/30, 11/1, and 11/1 aga.i.lt .-
Q. Stop there. What happened Y 
A. One cared for me in the morning one cared for. ~e at 
night. 
Q. What did they do when they gave you these treatments 1 
A. A lot of times I got in there and they would have to 
move me. 
Q. Then what after that f . 
A. 11/ 4, 11/5, 11/6, 11/6 again, 11/8, 11/10, 11/1, 11/12 
twice, 11/13, 11/14 twice, 11/-15, 11/16, 11/17, 11/18, 11/22 
twice, 11/27, 12/31, 12/4--they have got it 31; 12/4 
page 47 r again, 12/5, 12/6, 12/7. 
· Q. 12/7 was last Saturday 7 
A. Yes, sir; I was in worse shape last Saturday. 
Q. What was the condition Y · 
A. I went in, and I asked the nurse-
Mr. Rixey: I object to any conversation. 
By Mr. Bangel: , 
Q. Describe your condition. Tell the Court what the con-
dition was last Saturday. 
A. Last Saturday afternoon there was a feeling in my head, 
and when I walked I felt something was in the top of my head 
giving pressure. Last Saturday afternoon about six or seven 
I was standing waiting for a bus; a boy came by named 
Moody, and I asked him about running me over to King's 
Daughters' Hospital, and they got me in the emergency r.oom, 
and Mrs. Lee was on emergency duty-
Mr. Rixey: I object to any conversation. 
By Mr. Bangel: 
Q. Eliminate the conversation, but describe your condition. 
A. I was just hurting and aching all over, and she gave 
me a capsule. I don't know what they were, and the doctor 
told her to give it. I sat down a few minutes, and I didn't feel 
any better, and she gave me two more, and at the time she 
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gave me those I got in such condition I didn't know 
page 48 ~ where I was or who I was. The spell hit me along 
about where my belt is. I got so I couldn't tell who 
you are, I could hear voices. . 
Q. Did you ever have any trouble of that sort prior to 
this ·accidenU 
A. I was never treated by a doctor before except for cold.· 
In 1939 I was operated on for appendicitis. 
Q; S.o far as you know, were you strong and robust t 
A. Yes, sir ; I weighed 193 pounds. 
Q. How much weight· have you lost t 
A. I know about 22 or 23 pounds. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Rixey: 
Q. You· have read off the days you say you were in the hos-
pital; it started about November 1st, and you went to the 
ho!-:>pital practically every day between that and this! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What have you been doing in that time to occupy your 
time! ' 
A. Not anything. I am just too miserable and can't do any-
thing. As long as I am moving and have something to ex-
cite me, I can get ,along fairly good. 
Q. You have been looking for excitemenU 
A. Not exactly. Excitement has something to 
page 49 ~ employ your mind. 
Q. Have you been thinking, 
A. I have been thinking. 
Q. You have been looking for something to employ your 
mind and give you excitement? 
A. No, not exactly excitement, but I have been walking 
around and staying around home. 
Q. Is that the extent of your occupation Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How much time would you stay at the hospital f 
A. Sometimes it wouldn't be over an hour. I would never 
know how long I would be there . 
• Q. Do you know that I asked Mr. Bangel to have you ex-
amined by Dr. Redwood in Norfolk! Did you know that1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know when the request was made! 
A. Not exactly the date. 
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Q. Do you know it was made on November 27' 
A. I don't know the date. . 
Q. Did he prescribe for you at that time Y . . 
A. He gave me a letter to Dr. Redwood, and I called, and 
he said it would be at least a week before he could see me, 
that he had all his appointments for that day. 
· ·Q. I ask you if he didn't ask you to go .to Dr. 
page 50 ~ Redwood for an e~amination, and ask if he didn't 
do that on November 271 
A. I don't know the date. 
Q. Do you deny that he asked you on November 27' 
A. He gave me a letter to take to Dr. Redwood, but what 
'date I don't know. · 
Q. Do you deny that it was November 27? 
A. I have the letter. 
Mr. Bangel: Do you want this letter? 
Mr. Rixey: The letter written to you f 
Mr. Bangel : Yes. 
:Mr. Rixey: I want to note Mr. Bangel called and asked. you 
to call on Dr. Redwood. 
A. Which was the first f 
Q. December 1st. 
Mr. Bangel: You wrote me-
Mr. Rixey: I didn't write you, but called you. 
By Mr. Rixey: 
Q. Wrote you on the 1st f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You didn't go to Dr. R.edwood? 
A. I picked up the letter from his office. 
Q. So you got the request on December 1st? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Why didn't you go and call Dr. Redwood f 
A. I called Dr. Redwood by telephone. 
, page 51 ~ Q. You did? 
A. Yes, sir, and he said he couldn't see me for 
a week, . and I talked to his secretary once. 
Q. Wasn't the first time you made contact with Dr. Red-. 
wood this last Friday f 
A. I don't know the date, but I know she told me the ap-
pointments were filled up for a week or ten days. 
Q. And the one you were contacting was by telephone 7. 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And he told you he would attend to you-
A. He didn't tell me nothing. 
Q. The young lady in his office told you Y 
A. No. When I told her what I wanted, she said that it 
would be at least a week or ten days. 
Q. What I am getting at is, and I am asking you for an 
explanation why you waited from December 1 until last Fri-
day to get in touch with Dr. Redwood T 
A. I didn't wait that long. 
Q .. I want to say I expect to contradict you. You deny you 
got in. touch with him the same day7 
A. What was the date T 
Q. The :first of December. 
A. That is the day the letter is dated Y 
Q. Where did you call him from-Mr. Bangel's office? 
A. No, sir. 
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A. From Mr. Mayo's store . 
. Q. Are you married? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You spoke about your ear bleeding; what caused your 
ear to bleed Y · 
A. I guess the weight of the car might have cracked that 
window. 
Q. You had a cut on your ear! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In other words, you were not bleeding on the inside at 
that timeY 
A. After this place healed up, I think after I was in the 
hospital, this side of my head was sore, and there was a 
place a teaspoonful of blood came. The outside was healed 
up, and that was not bleeding, and I asked the nurse. . 
Q. I object to the conversation. You had a cut place on 
the outside of your ear¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What caused you to bleed? 
A. The blood came that morning on the pillow didn't come 
from the outside. 
Q. The doctor never testified to that t 
page 53 } A. I don't know what he testified to. I know 
that is what happened. 
Q. As I understand it, you were driving this automobile, 
and you were going from Alexander's Corner to Portsmouth Y 
A. That is right. 
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Q. Along the Air Line Boulevard f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You say you stopped off Air Line Bouleva,d, and the 
hard surface part of it is 30 feet wide Y 
A. Approximately 30 feet. 1 
Q. Now, as I understand you, you were traveling-how fast 
did you say you were traveling before you put on .brakes Y 
A. I would say 25 or 30 miles an hour. I don't know. 
Q. I understand you saw the truck coming towards you? 
A. I saw the truck. I saw the truck pull out the side of the 
l"oad. The road was straight. 
Q. Did you see the truck in· the gas station 7 
A. No. I saw him when he come out on the road; I saw the 
truck when he ~was on the road making the turn. 
Q. So when you saw the truck it was making the turn Y 
A. It was about the middle of Air Line road, and he was_ 
making the turn. · 
Q. How close were you to him when you :first saw 
.1Jage 54 } him Y 
A. I don't know, but approximately 75 or 80 
feet, I reckon. 
Q. So you were 75 or 80 feet Y 
A. I say approximately. 
Q. You were 75 or 80 feet away from the crossing when you 
.saw the truck in the intersection making the turn 7 . 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You were going at that time-
A. What I mean by turn, when he came out irom the Air 
Line service station he come out and was headed towards 
town, I guess. 
Q. Why do you say he was heading that way if you don·'t 
know? 
A. The truck was making the turn before I got to Air Line. 
Q. i understood you didn't see him in the service station f 
A. He was in the center of the road when I started to 
cross over, and he was coming back to me. 
Q. You say when you :first saw him, he was in the inter-
section making the turn, and about the center of the inter-
section; is that right? 
A. He was making the left turn. 
Q. You saw him come out of the service station? 
page 55 } A. I don't know where he come from. All I saw 
he was about the middle of the road. 
Q. Making a left turn? 
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A. He was coming from his side of the road. 
Q. He was making a left turn, but in the center of the road, 
Rodman Avenue; is that right! · 
A. No; he was on Air Line Road at Forehand's service 
station. 
Q. Iri the center of the road, making a left-hand turn, when 
you first saw him Y · 
A .. Yes. 
Q. You were at that time 75 or 80 feet away! 
A. About that. 
Q. And you put on your brakes and skidded 35 feet t 
A. I don't know whether it skidded or not. 
Q. You heard the officer testify, didn't you I 
A. Yes, but I didn't get out there to see. 
Q. You knew that he was making a left-hand turn Y 
A. No, I couldn't tell. When he come up to me, the left 
side of the truck was directly on his side of the road. "'When 
I saw him- come out from the service station, he was sitting 
about middle of the road, coming out in front of the truck, the 
first time. 
Q. Now, where was this other car you say you were looking 
at, traveling north on Rodman? . 
page 56 ~ A. I say it was coming out of Rodman. 
Q. Did that stop for you Y 
A. Yes, but they stopped, but he was coming at a good 
speed. 
Q. Did he stop 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. He did not go out ahead of you Y 
A. No. 
Q. Was he standing still at the time of the accident f 
A. Yes ; I know l~e was standing still . 
. Q. Do you know who was driving the car Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you put on the brakes of your carf 
.A. I put on my brakes quick because I thought he was eorn-
ing up there and was not going to stop. 
Q. Those were the skid marks you saw? 
A. Yes. · 
Q. Then you were in 35 feet of it when you saw this car 
coming out of Rodman Avenue? 
A. I don't know, but I saw him coming out into Air Line 
r_r:urnpike, an~ I put on bra~es because I was not going to 
hit him, and Just about the time I put the brakes on, he hit 
me in the side of the car. 
Mrs. Grace Clark. 
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By Mr. Bangel: . 
Q. You did not put on the brakes for fe~r of belll:g struc~! 
A. No, I didn't have reason to put on brakes,. becaµse i)ie 
truck was on his side of the _ro~q.. 
!¥-[RS. GR.A <JE CLA~K, 
.~ wit~.Sf? 9p ·belJ.a_l_f of the plaintiff, was jir~t duly sworl), 
and testified as follows: 
Examined by Mr. Bangel: 
Q. State your name. 
A. Grace Clark. 
Q. You are the wife of Mr. Osc~r L. Clarkf 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How many are in the family Y 
A. Three. 
Q. What is the age .of the youngest chjld·Y 
Mr. Rixey: I object. 
The Court : I sust_ai,i the objectjon. 
By Mr. Ba:ngel: . 
Q. Now, Mrs. Clark, what was your husband's physical .con-
dition before thjs accident? · 
A. Well, he was as healthy as anybody you could 
page 58 ~ hope to see. 
Q. What has been his condition since this acci-
denU 
A. He has been in very bad healthy condition since. 
Q. Have you ever seen him when he was suffering in ,any 
wavf 
A. I certainly hav,e. 
Q. Once or many times f 
A. J: have seen him suffering lots of times. 
Q. "'What would you do when you found him in J>ain? 
Mr. Rixey: I submit that is not proper evidence. 
By Mr. Bangel: 
Q. What did YO\l do? 
Mr. Ri.xey: I object. 
The Court.: l ~u.st,ah;i the o bjectiol). 
Mr. Bangel: Do you want to ask any questions? 
Mr. Rixey: No. 
Mr. Bangel: We rest. 
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one of the defendants, was first duly sworn, and testified· as 
follows: 
Examined by Mr. Rixey: 
Q. Your riame, please. . 
A. Floyd Washington Simpson. 
Q. And what is your occupation f 
pa.ge 59} A. Sheetmetal worker and farmer. 
Q. Where do you pursue your occupation· as 
metal worker Y · 
A. Norfolk Navy Yard. : 
Q. How long have you been working· thereY 
A. If I live to see January, twenty-·eight yea'ts. 
Q. YOU are also a f a1IDer Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where is the farm T 
A. In Princess Anne. . . . . . , . . 
Q. Mr. Bangel says you also'operate a trucking· company 
known as the Simpson Trucking Company; do you own any 
suchY 
A. No; it is very little part of the ·time. 
Q. Do you mean you raise vegetables and things of that 
sortt. 
A. Yes, sir. . . 
Q. About this truck, which was, I believe, a vehicle that you 
use.d for your farm; is that right Y · 
A .. Yes, sir. 
Q. What sort of vehicle is iU 
A. It is a Ford N"-8, 1934 model. 
. Q. · What sort of body did it have Y 
A. A dump body. , 
Q. It was driven by Mr. SmithY 
· page 60 } '1-· That is right. . . . 
Q. You were not present at the time of the a'.cci-
dent Y 
A. No, sir. . 
Q. You know then nothing about the accident yourself! 
A. Only what I found later after getting to the wreck Y 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Bangel: 
Q. You were required by law to make a report of thi's acci- , 
dent! 
A. That is right. 
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Q; You· did not see the accident yourself? 
A. No, sir. 
Q.· The infotmation you put on your report came from your 
1 
• employee; Mr. Smith 7 . 
'A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. He gave you the information as to .the accident: that. you 
put on the report Y · 
A. He gave me someiinformation.after I went to· the acci-
. dent. 
Q. The information he gave you at the time you filed.your 
report, didn't he tell you he didn't hold out his hand iildicat-. 
ing a signal Y . . 
· A-.· At the time he didn't state what he was doing. He made 
a statement to me that he came out of the gas sta-
. page 61 } tion and went off on the Air Line Boulevard and 
made a stop, and he then started up, -and then made 
a left-hB:nd turn. 1 asked him, '' Did you hold your hand 
ouU" ~nd he said, "The accident come so quick.I 1don'Umow. 
That is the way that he told me the first time. . 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
. . 
By Mr. Rixey: 
Q. What was the next, and what' did he tell you later! 
A. Then he come and told nie Mr. Clark ran, intoi him, or 
had an accident. Then me and mv wife went out to the acci-
dent. As I approaehed the accide:iit, I said to Mr. Smith, "If 
it is our fault (and Mr. Clark feels you struck him), he is 
wrong, because the left-hand light and the left-hand ·fender 
were crashed to pieces". The front windshield and the 'left-
hand door of the car which Mr. Smith was driving, was· broke, 
and the glass was broken. 
Q. Do you mean you are ref erring to your truck 7 
A. To my truck. 
Q. That was on .which side of the -road Y 
A. The left-hand side. · 
Q. The left-hand side of your truck! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was anything hurt on the right-hand'side of·yonr truck? 
A. Nothing but the bumper which was pulled 
page 62 ~ completely off. I know all the damage was on the 
left side of my truck. 
Q. Where was the damage to the Clark truck? 
A. On the left side. Both the front light of the truck and 
his light struck together. In other words, · if I could show 
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in my mind the way MF.. Clark's car~I tiIQ ll littl~ I).~rv~ms 
and can't help it. 
Q.. You ean 't deseribe how the Mcident 4~PP~P..~d; yo'Q. can 
only tell what damage you found on the tw.Q -v~b.j9l~~7 
A. The truck was damaged at the front h~ijdJ.Jghkthe 
lef·t. 
Q. You are talking about your car Y 
A. M-y truck; my truck was damaged at the bo:g;t l~f t he:i · · 
light, smashed all to pieces. The left fender was smashed jn, 
the ste.el that extends over it. 
Q·. That was pn the left sid~-1 
A. That is on the left side. 
(~. · And the damag_e to Mr, 01;:irk 's ~ar, ~-s l t1.nderstood, , 
was on the left front of his ~ar 1 
A. The front ~1heel, the front bumper, w.as drove into the 
ste.ering wheel,., . ..,....that is all I saw on the car. . 
Q. I believe I asked ·you, b:ut you didn't answer it : You 
said .at fir.st :Mr .. Smith :S.aid h~ didn't know if he held out his 
hap.d, he .said it pceJI-rred _so quickly he didn't 
page '63 ~ know 1 
A. Ye.s, sir~ 
Q. Did he tell you afterwards he held it out 1 
A. The next day. 
Q. That he held put ·his hand Y 
A. Y e.s., sir .. 
RK-CRQSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Bangel: 
Q. I understood yo:u to testify on your re-direct exami-
nation that ypu w~nt out to see the accident with the driver, 
nnd you went to the scene of the accident with him Y 
A. With ·m.y-wi£~. 
Q. ·when you talked to him, you told him it was his fault 
and not Mr. Clark's fault f 
A. When I saw him first. 
Q. And the next day be told ,you he held out his hand-
¥if .. lt~ey·: I obje.ct to that question. 
The .Co:ud·: l sustajn the .objection. 
J\fr. Bangel: All right; that is all, 
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one of the defendants, was first duly sworn, and 
testified as follows : 
Examined by Mr. Rixey: 
Q. Your name is what 7 
A. Donald Smith. 
Q. What is your occupation' 
A. I work on a farm. 
Q. Where are you living now? 
A. I live close to Windsor, Virginia. 
Q. Where were you living at the time of the accident? 
A. At the time of the accident I was at 235 Barclay .Ave-
nue. 
Q. And at the time of the accident you were working, for 
Mr. Simpson? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You are not now working for him? 
A. No. 
Q. You are living on a farm up near Windsor Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You were driving this truck belonging to Mr. Simpson? 
A. Yes, sir. -
Q. Who was in the truck? 
A. My wife and daughter and son. 
Q. How old is your daughter f 
page 65 ~ A. She is eight and my son five. 
. Q. I want you to tell the jury everything that 
occurred up to the time of this accident and before. 
A. I pulled into the service station and got five gallons of 
gas and a quart of oil. I pulled out. I held eut niy hand, 
and went up and stopped at the intersection,of-Ai·r-T:ii.naPrive 
and Rodman A venue. I had my hand held out all the ti.nw 
before I started to make a left-hand turn. 
Q. What did you do after you stopped l 
@A. What did I do after I stopped 1 
Q. Yes. 
A. Just what do you mean? 
Q. You said you came out of the gas station and went .over 
on the right-hand side of Air Line Boulevard and proceeded 
into the intersection of Rodman where you stopped Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q.~ith. yem:_hand .uut? 
A. l'es, sir. . 
Q. Waat did ym(do from the time you stopped to the ac-
cident? 
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· ,.A. I.come out and stopped and held my hand out and saw 
if the way was clear so I could make the turn, and this car 
was down the.road I would say approximately 300 feet. 
Q. Did you make the turn? 
A. Yes, sir, I made the turn. 
page 66 ~ Q. I understood you while you were standing 
you saw this car coming about 300 feet down the 
road? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What did you do Y 
A. I started to make my turn, and if he had not exceeded 
the speed I would have finished the turn. 
Q. And what happened before you finished the turn! 
A. "Bang." . 
Q. There was an accident Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Can you tell the jury how the two cars came together? 
A Juror: Judge, there is one thing I don't know; I know 
right and left. 
By Mr. Rixey: I have no objection to your drawing a dia-
gram. 
Witness: Just a minute; that is not necessary. I was go-
ing towards Alexander's Corner. Mr. Clark's car was com-
ing from that direction. When I went to make the turn, hi~ 
car, I would say, was approximately 300 feet. 
Q. What part of his car hit yours? 
Mr. Bangel: He didn't say that; I object to that. 
Witness: I will tell you what part of bis car .hit. 
Mr. Bangel: If you will put it that way. 
page 67 ~ Witness: , His ·left front hit my left front. 
By Mr. Rixey: . e 
Q. Did it hit you a hard blow? 
A. It drove me off. 
Q. How fast was he driving when he hit youY 
A. I have no idea to judge that man's speed; I was not in 
his car. 
Q. How fast were you travelingt , 
A. I couldn't have been traveling over three to five miles 
an hour. 
Q. All right; tell us w:hat occurred after the accident was 
all oyer. 
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A. After the accident was over,. my wife took my ,daughter 
and son, and took them to a hospital, or somebody did. 
Q. Were they hurt Y 
A. My son's head was, and they took him to the Maryview 
Hospital for emergency treatment, and I asked Mr. Clark 
'' Are you hurt?',. and lie said, ''No''. He had a slight place 
on th·e ear that was bleeding, a skinned place. 
Q. Otherwise he seemed to be all right 7 
A. Yes, sir. I asked him to go to the hospital, and he said 
he didn't think that was necessary. 
Q. Were you injured Y ' 
.A. Only shaken up. 
pag·e 68 ~ Q. How about your wife? 
.A. I couldn't say unless she was shaken up. My 
wife is not well anyhow. She is under the doctor's care 
practically all the time. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Bangel: 
Q. Mr. Smith, you were driving the truckf 
A. Yes, sir, I was driving a truck. 
Q. And you had stopped at the Air Line Service Station, 
which is Mr. Forehand 's place, for five gallons of gas and a 
quart of oil t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, that service station is off the highway, isn't it Y 
A. Yes, sir. . . 
Q. When you left the service station to go on to the high-
way, did you see any cars on Air Line road Y 
A.. Yes, sir, I did. · 
Q. Where did you see the cars Y 
A. Some of them were coming from Portsmouth. 
Q. Were any going· towards Portsmouth Y 
.A. No, sir. 
Q. So you left the service station, and from what you say 
I imagine you pulled in behind the cars that were 
page 69 ~ going towards Suffolk; is that right! 
A. When I pulled out from the service station 
I pulled out and stopped so I could go across on my side of 
the road. 
Q. Then you started to the other side of the highway Y 
A. I went over on th& right-hand side of the highway. 
Q. And you got over in your lane of travel, which would 
be going in a westerly direction Y 
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A. Going towards Alexand·er Corner. 
Q. When you got over on your side of the road, and before 
you came to a stop, did you see any cars going towards 
Portsmouth Y 
A. There was a car way up the road, and that went on past. 
Q. Was. there any other car T 
A. Yes, sir. ·. 
Q. Did you see that earl 
A. Yes;. sir. 
Q. That was just as you got on your side of the highway! 
A. Tlia t was on my side of the road, yes, sir. 
Q. You say you went up to the intersection and stopped! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What did you stop for! 
page 70 ~ A. Would you pull in front of a freight train ~l 
Q. Where was the freight train? 
A. I didn't say there was, but I asked would you. 
Q. I ask you why you stopped? 
A. Because I would not want to run into the other man. 
Q. Who was the man coming down the highway? 
A. I don't' know. I didn't g·et out and ask his name. 
Q. You say you came to a stop Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did that car hit you T 
A. No; it went on. 
Q. While you were standing still, you say you saw another 
car coming? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And this car was about 300 feet up the road Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. So you bad to stand still at the intersection in the road, 
and the car was about 300 feet up the road? 
A. Yes, sir . 
. Q. Air Line Turnpike is only about 30 feet wide, isn't it? · 
A. I never measured, and I don't know. 
Q. It is one lane, isn't it T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. It only becomes wider after you get to Alex-
page 71 ~ and er Corner! -
A. Yes, sir. -
Q. At Rodman Avenue it bas two lanes with a white line 
down the centerT 
A. Yes, sir. Q 
Q. You were at the intersection, and the car wns 300 feet 
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up the street, and before you could travel as much as :five feet 
in an automobile, that car traveled 300 feet¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The car traveled 300 feet before you, in a moving ve-
hicle, could travel five feet Y 
A. I didn't say that. 
Q. How wide is your truck 1 
A. I don't know; I didn't measure it. 
Q. Is it not less than eight or ten feet? 
A. It is. much less than ten feet. 
Q. Is it as much as eight feet wide f 
A. I can't say what width. 
Q. Vv ere you on the extreme right-hand side of the road Y 
A. I was on the right-hand side. 
Q. Were you on the extreme right-hand side, or were you 
over to the left-hand side? · 
A. I stopped to make my left-hand turn. 
Q. What is the proper way to make a left-hand 
page 72 ~ turn f 
A. If you come to an intersection, you hold out 
your hand and watch, and proceed to make the turn. 
Q. I ask you whether you stopped on the extreme right-
hand side of the white line f 
A. I stopped next to the line that divides the intersection 
and where it went to~ards the ferry. 
Q. So that would leave at best fifteen feet between the ex-
treme left of the hard surface, which is the other lane of 
traffic; is that right, 
A. I don't know how far it is. 
Q. Well, give us a guess . 
. A. I can't guess at that. 
• 
Q. The car which you saw was on its right-hand lane, wasn't · 
it? 
A. Do you mean coming facing me ·y 
Q. Yes. It was on its lane, wasn't iH 
A. The car was on the left-hand side; the car was coming 
on the left-hand side facing me. 
Q. Isn't that the proper lane of travel 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The left front of your car and the left front of his car 
came together 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You couldn't possibly have moved over three or four 
feet! 
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Q. So you moved about three or four feet when 
the impact took place? 
A. Yes,\ sir. 
Q. Don't you know you are not supposed to go in the other 
man's lane of travel when the man is so close to you it will 
cause an accident? 
A . .A man coming down 300 feet, and the man has room 
enough to make a turn and go on T 
Q. Do you mean to tell the jury the automobile traveled 
·aoo feet before you traveled 3 feet Y 
A. The man coming down the road would have his speed 
up, and I was at a standstill. 
Q. How fast was he going Y 
A. I don't know, and I didn't see his speedometer. 
Q. Did Mr. Clark's car, after being struck by you, go down 
the road half a block or a block? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you mean that the car which you struck came to a 
standstill immediately after the impacU 
A. It moved. 
Q. Did it move three or four feet? 
A. I don't lmow. 
Q. Did it turn over 0l 
A. No, sir. 
page 74} Q. Then the· car, at the' time of impact, must 
have been traveling not too fast? Did the car Mr. 
Clark was driving· go down .Air Line Turnpike, or did you 
push it ifl the same direction you were going, towards Alex-
ander's! 
A. Naturally, when it went into it, it pulled it. 
·Q. Then your car pulled his car to the south of itT 
A. Yes, sir, from the impact. 
Q. From t}le impact? 
A. Yes, sir; that is what carried my truck around. 
Q. Do you have any trouble with your eyes at alH 
A. No, sir . 
. Q. Why did you tell your employer, Mr. Simpson, that at 
the time of the accident it happened so quick you ·don't know 
whether you held out your hand f 
A. I said I held out my hand. 
Q. You didn't tell him that? 
A. That is what I said. 
· Q. I ask you if you didn't tell your employer, Mr. Simp-
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son, "It happened so quick I don't know whether I held out 
my hand''Y 
A. I don't know. 
Q. How much distance was there between the cars going to 
Portsmouth Y . , 
A. What cars f 
Q. You say there were cars going to Pc;>rts-
page 75 ~ mouth; how far was it between the cars that were 
parked! . 
A. I don't understand what you are talking about Y . 
Q .. When you left the service station did you see any . cars 
at all coming in the qirection of Portsmouth t . 
A. I told you yes. 
Q. How many? 
A. Two if I am not mistaken. 
Q. How close were they together T · 
A. I wouldn't say how close together they were. One of 
them passed, and I judge the other one was 300 feet behind 
it. 
Q. Then you were at a stopped position going into the line 
of travel, were you Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
MRS. D. J. SMITH, . • 
a witness on behalf of the defendant, was. first duly sworn, 
and testified as follows : · 
Examined by Mr. Rixey: 
Q. You are· Mrs. Nancy Smith? 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. You are the wife of Mr. Donald Smith, who just testi-
fied Y 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Were you in this truck at the time of the ac-
page 76 } cident! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Were you there with your two little children Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where were the children 7 · 
A. I had the biggest one sitting on my lap, and the baby 
was sitting halfway on my knee. 
Q. Do you remember going into the service station there 
and getting some gas Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. 1 want you to tell. the jury, please, what occurred from 
the time you started out of the gas station until the accident 
occurred. 
A. The boy I come with went into the gas station, and he 
stopped there: 
Q. Can you tell me exactly where was the place you stopped t 
A. I don't know the names of the roads, but it was the 
road right straight from the gas station. 
Q. You stopped before entering the road? 
A. Yes, sir, we came to a full stop there, and he put his 
hand out. I looked down at the baby; I saw this car coming, 
and the last thing I know it happened. 
Q. How far was that car down the road when yov. first saw 
it! 
page 77 ~ · A. I couldn't tell you, but it was a good piece 
away. 
Q. Where were you at the time you saw iU Were you 
standing still Y 
A. No; we started slowly pulling out, and that is all I re-
member, and then he hit; we started up and I saw the baby's 
head bleeding; and a man came out of a car and took me to 
the hospital. 
Q. You are sure you stopped 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you are sure your husband put out his hand Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Bangel: 
Q. There was no cause to put his hand out at the scene of 
the accident T 
A. We come out at the street intersection, and he put his 
hand out, and he stopped and put it out, and looked down 
the street and put it out again. · 
Q. Where did he stop the first time? 
A. There are two roads ; one road comes by you, and the 
other faces into the car. , 
Q. I don't understand you. You say he stopped the sec-
ond time! 
page 78 ~ A. Yes, there is a road there, and he stopped 
there, come to a stop. 
Q. When he came to a stop the first time, he held out his 
handt 
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A. Yes, sir . 
. Q . .Aud when he came to a stop the second time he put out 
liis hand T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And each time he stopped he put out his hand f 
A. Yes; that is right. 
Mr. Rixey: That is our case. 
Mr. Bangel: That is our case. 
The Court: Mr. Rixey, do you have any other testimony! 
Mr. Rixey: I don't think so. 
The Court: We will taf,e up the instructions. 
We bad as well recess now. Return at 1 :30, and don't dis-
cuss the case . 
• 
. 
(Thereupon the jury was adjourned at 12 :30 until 1 :30 for 
lunch.) 
page 79 ~ INSTRUCTIONS. 
Pla.intiff's Instruction No. 1 (granted): 
"The Court instructs the jury that the negligence, if any, 
of omission or commission by Donald .J. Smith is the negli-
gence of Floyd W. Simpson, and must be so regarded by the 
jury." 
Plaintiff's lnstriiction No. 2 (granted): 
'' The Court instructs the jury that if they believe from the 
evidence that the defendants neg·ligently failed to keep a 
proper lookout, and this was the sole proximate cause of the 
accident, then they must find a verdict for the plaintiff, Oscar 
Lee Clark.'' 
Mr. Rixey: ·The defendants except to the action of the 
Court in granting Instruction No. 2 on the ground that this 
instruction should be qualified by language to the effect, "un-
less the jury believes from the evidence that the plaintiff 
was guilty of contributory neglig·ence.'' 
Plainti-fl's Instr'UJction No. 3 (granted): 
'' The Court instructs the jury that if they believe from the 
evidence that the defendants negligently failed to properly 
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steer his automobile, and this was the sole proximate cause. 
of the accident, then they must find a verdict for 
page 80} the plaintiff, Oscar Lee Clark.'' 
Plaintiff's lnstructio~i No. 4 (granted) : 
"The Court instructs the jury that the law requires the 
defendant, before turning or partly turning from a direct 
line, to comply with the following provisions of the statute: 
"First: To give a signal clearly visible to traffic that may 
be affected thereby of his intention. to make a left-hand turn 
"1tt l~fty iro ot. . · 
''· · econd: To drive said auto~obile as close as practical 
to the right of the center of said intersection before making 
a left turn. 
"Third: To see that said left-hand turn can be maBe in 
safety, and if you believe from the evidence that the defend-
ant failed in the above particulars and that such failure was 
the. sole proximate cause of the accident, they should find a 
:verdict for the plaintiff.'' · 
Mr. Rixey: That same objection applies to Instructions 3 
and 4. The defendants further except to the action of the 
Court in granting Instruction 3 on the ground that there is 
no evidence to support this instruction. 
The defendant further excepts to the action of the Court 
in granting Instruction No. 4 on the following additional 
grounds: 
page 81 } (1) The jury is told that Smith was reqnired to 
give a signal of his intention to make a left-hand 
turn at least 50 feet before starting to make the turn. Mr. 
and Mrs. Smith both testified that they came to a full stop 
before entering the intersection, and that before starting up 
from.that position preparatory to making the left-hand turn, 
a signal was given for a left-hand turn. .. 
I think the evidence will show that that distance from the 
stopped position to where he started to make his turn was 
less than 50 feet, which, under the terms of this instruction, 
would be a violation of the law. It is my claim that Mr. 
Smith would not have violated the law if he, as he testified, 
came up to the intersection and stopped, and while standing 
in that stopped position, held out his hand for a left-hand 
turn, and thereafter, with his hand out, proceeded into the 
intersection, making his left-hand turn, there would be no 
violation of the law in that respect. 
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· ( 2) There is no evidence in the case to justify the para-
graph marked ''Second'' on the instruction. All of the evi-
dence is to the effect that in making the left-hand turn, Mr. 
Smith did pass to the right of the center of the intersec-
tion. 
(3) Paragraph marked "Third'' in the. ins.truc-
1 page 82 ~ tion makes Smith an insurer of the safety of the 
turn. · 
It is submitted that such is not the law, and all that was 
required of Smith was tQ.use ~asonable care to see that the 
left tu;.u cau}d be made i11 safety. · ~
It is submitted that the instruction in its present form is 
error, and it should be amended to state that it was Smith's 
duty to use re~le eare te see that the movement 'could 
be made in safety. 
Plaintiff's Instruction No. 5 (granted) : 
'' The Court instructs the jury that if they find for the 
. plaintiff, in estimating his damages, they may take into con-
sideration: 
'' (a) Any bodily injuries that he may have sustained by 
reason of the accident; -
'' (b) Any physical and mental suffering which has been 
occasioned thereby; 
'' ( c) Any impairment of his physical condition; 
'' ( d) Any doctor, hospital or medical bills incurred as a 
result of the accident; 
· "(f) The loss of wages or earning-s; 
'' (g) The inconvenience, discomfort and embarrassment 
which was caused, and will probably be hereafter caused, from 
such injuries. 
'' And they may fix his damages at such sum as 
page 83 } they may think proper under the evidence, not to 
exceed the amount claimed in the notice of mo-
tion.'' 
Mr. Rixey: The defendants except to the action of the 
Court in granting Instruction No. 5, especially the'latter part 
of item "g" ''and will probably be hereafter caused from 
such injuries''. 
It is submitted that the evidence in this case is not suf- ,, 
.ficient for the jury to assess any damages for future incon-
venience, discomfort and embarrassment or any other future 
effects. 
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The burden of proof is on the plaintiff, and he has failed 
to prove, with any reasonable degree of certainly, any future 
damages. 
Defendants' bistruction .A (granted) : 
"The Court instructs the jury that this snit is based on 
negligence; and the burden is upon the plaintiff to prove by 
the preponderance of the evidence that the defendant Smith 
was guilty of negligence. The presumption is that Smith was 
free of negligence until the contrary is proven. 
"If, after hearing all the evidence,.you are in douqt whether 
Smith was guilty of negligence, and it appears equally as 
probable that he was not negligent as that he was, your ver-
dict should be for the defendants." 
page 84 ~ Mr. Bangel: The plaintiff objects and excepts 
to the granting of any instruction for the defend-
ants for the reason that the defendants have, by their own 
admission and their own testimony, admitted negligence as 
a matter of fact and as a matter of law; that the evidence 
does not show any contributory negligence;, and, therefore, 
the plaintiff is ·entitled to a verdict, and the Court should 
not grant the instructions asked for by the defendants. . 
The plaintiff objects and excepts to the granting of Instruc:. 
tion A for the reasons heretofore assigned, and for the fur-
ther reason it presumes that Smith was free from negligencae; 
he has admitted his negligence. 
Defendan,ts' Instrnction B (.(}ranted): 
·''The Court instructs the jury that the defendant Smith 
was not required to exercise extra-ordin re to revent a 
collision. All that was require 1m was tba e exercise 
ordinary or reasonable care. If you believe from the evi-
dence that Smith operated his car with ordinary or reason-
able care under all the circumstances, you should find for 
the defendants.'' 
Mr. Bangel: The plaintiff objects and excepts to the grant-
of Instruction B for tbe reason heretofore assigned. 
page 85 ~ Defcn.dantc;' ln.c;trudion C (grante.d): 
'' The Court instructs the jury that it was the duty of the 
plaintiff to observe & proper looko:ut and keep his automobile 
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under proper control. Aud those were continuing duties and 
~hould be exercised when they would be reasonably eff e.ctive 
to avoid an accident. If vou believe from the evidence that 
the plaintiff failed in his duty in any particular as above set 
forth, and such failure proximately contributed to the acci-
dent, you should find for the defendants. 
-''And this is true even though you may believe that the de-
fendant Smith was negligent.'' 
Mr. Bangel: The plaintiff objects and excepts to grant-
ing of Instruction C for the reasons heretofore assigned. 
Defendants' Instr'l.1,ction J) (.Qrante~): 
"The Court instruch~ the jury that it was the duty of the 
plaintiff to drive his car at a careful and prudent speed, not 
greater than was reasonable and proper under all the cir-
cumst~nces and conditions as they existed upon the occasion 
in question at the intersection .of Air Line Boulevard and 
Rodman .A venue. 
"If you believe from the evidence that the plaintiff was 
traveling faster than he should have, and that 
page 86 ~ such action contributed to the accident, you should 
find for the defendants. 
'' And this is true even if you believe that the Defendant 
Smi_th was negligent.'' 
Mr. Bangel: Plaintiff objects and excepts to the granting 
of Instruction D for the same reasons heretofore assigned, 
and upon the further reason that there is no evidence that 
the plaintiff was traveling faster than he ghould on a 50-mile 
highway. 
The evidence further indicates that the defendants saw., or 
should have seen that the accident was inevitable if he left 
a standing position and was moving into the path of an on-
coming moving vehicle. 
Defendants' ln.cdrudion E (.r,ranterl) : 
The Court instructs the jury that it was the-duty of the 
plaintiff to use reasonable care to make proper and effective 
use of his brakes if and where the occa~ion required. If you 
believe from the evidence that the plaintiff failed in such duty 
and such failure proximately contributed to the accident, you 
should find for the defendanfa. I 
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~'And this is true even though you may believe that the de-
fendant Smith was negligent." 
Mr. Bangel: The plaintiff objects and excepts to the grant-
ing of Instruction E for the same reasons hereto-
page 87 } fore assigned, and for the further reason that there 
was no reason for the plaintiff to apply is brakes 
if the truck had no reason to stop. 
Defendants' bu;tmction F (.()ranted): 
· "The Court instructs the jury that if you believe from the 
evidence that the Smith vehicle entered the intersection ahead 
of the Clark vehicle, and the Smith vehicle was in the act of 
making a left turn across the line of travel of the Clark ve-
hicle, and Smith had given the proper signal ~f his intention 
to make the left turn, then the Smith vehicle had the right of 
way, and it was the duty of the p]aintiff, Clark, to slow up, or 
turn aside or stop to let Smith proceed in safety. 
"If you believe from the evidenC'e that Mr. Clark failed in 
such duty and such faihue caused or contributed to the acci-
dent, you should find for the defendants. 
'' And this is true even though you may ,believe that Smith , 
was negligent.'' 
Mr. Bangel: The plaintiff objects and excepts to the grant-
ing of Instruction F for the reason heretofore assigned, and 
for the further reason that there is no evidence to show that 
Smith gave the proper signal of his intention to make a left-
. hand turn, that he had the right of way, and that 
page 88 } it was the duty of the defendant to slow ·up or turn 
aside or stop to allow Smith to proceed. 
Defendants' Instruction G (granted) : 
"The Court instructs the jury that if you believe from the 
evidence that the accident was caused by the concurring neg-
ligence of both drivers, then your verdict should be for the 
defendants. . · 
'' And this is true regardless of wllich driver you believe to 
be most at fault.'' 
Mr. Bangel: The plaintiff objects and excepts to the grant-
ing of In'struction G for the reasons heretofore assigned; and 
for the further reason that there is no concurring negligence 
under the evidence in this case. ... · 
• 
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Defenik:llnts' I~tmction H (.qranted): 
"The Court instructs the jury that there was just as, much 
duty on the plaintiff to. avoid the accident as there was upon· 
the defendant Smith to do so.'' 
Mr. Bangel: The plaintiff objects ancl excepts to the grant-
ing of Instruction H for the reasons hereto£ ore assigned. 
Defendants' Instru.ction J. (granted): 
· ''The Court instructs the jury t1=J,at even though 
page 89 } you may believe that the defendant Smith was 
guilty of negligence., yet if you also believe from 
the evidence that the plaintiff Clark was also guilty of con- -
tributory negligence, you shou]d find for defendants. 
'' And this is true regardless of which party you believe to 
be most at fault.'' 
:M:r. Bangel: The plaintiff objects and excepts to the grant-
ing of Instruction I for the reasons heretofore assigned and 
for the reason that this has been covered many times by the 
plaintiff's instructions which the Court has granted over the 
plaintiff's objection. 
The plaintiff, in addition to the reasons heretofore assigned, 
asks the Court not to grant any instructions for the defend-
ants as the Court of Appeals has said in Pen.oso v. D. Pender 
Grocery Company case that a vehicle was guilty of negligence 
as a matter of law where it left a stopped position and traveled 
into the path of an oncoming vehicle. 
page 90 ~ .A.nd an order of 9o?rt entered on the 10th day 
of December, 1946, 1s m the words and figures fol-
lowing, to-wit: 
This day came the parties in person and by counsel; there-
upon came a jury, to-·wit: Claud R. Freeman, Clarence M. 
Williams, Paul J. Gallag·her, S. E. Brickhouse, C. L. Barber, 
E. D. Cutchins and W. L. Bullifin who were dulv sworn the 
truth to speak upon the issue joined, and after having fully 
heard the evidence and argument of counsel, retired to their· 
room to consult of a verdict., and after sometime, returned 
into Court having found the following- verdict: ''We the jurv 
find for the plaintiff and fix damages at $5,000.00." ., 
Thereupon the defendant by counsel moved· the caourt to 
set aside the verdict of the jury in this case and grant the:in 
a new trial upon the grounds that the same is contrary to the 
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law and to the evidence and upon the grounds as set out in the 
exceptions; the hearing of whfoh motion is continued to the 
21st day of December, 1946~ at 9 :30 A. M. 
page 91 ~ And an order. of Court entered on the 21st day 
of December, 1946, is in the words and figures fol-
lowing, to-wit: 
This day came again the parties by their attorneys, and the 
court having fully heard and considered a motion of the de-
fendant to set aside a verdict of the · jury in this case and 
grant them a new trial, doth overrule the same. 
Thereup_on it. is considered by the court that the plaintiff,. 
Oscar" Lee, Clark recovered ag·ainst the defendants, Donald J. 
Smith a.nff.!Floyd 'N-. Simpson, in the st1m of Five Thousand 
($_5,000.00) ;Dollars witl1 interest thereon at the rate- of 6o/o 
from the 2rst day of December, ]946, until paid and costs. 
Thereupon the defendant by counsel excepted to the action 
of the court in overruling said motion and pronouncing judg-
ment against them., and the defendant signifying a desire to 
apply to the Supreme Court of .. A.ppeals of Virginia for a writ 
of error and su.persedeas to said judgment; it is ordered that 
execution of said judgment be suspended for a period of sixty 
days from this date, upon the defendants or someone enter-
ing into. and acknowledging a bqnd in the penalty of Six Thou-
sand ($6,000.00) Dollars. 
page 92 ~ After the ,Jury were instructed as above set 
forth, and after argument of counsel, the tT ury re-
tired to the Jury room, and thereafter returned to the Court 
room and rendered their verdict as follows : 
"We the Jury find for the plaintiff and fix damages at 
$5,000.00. 
C. L. B.ARBER1 Foreman." 
Thereupon the defendants moved the Court to set aside the 
verdict and render jud~ment for the defendants, and in the 
event that such motion ·is denied then to set aside the verdict 
and g-rant a new trial, on the grounds that the verdict is con-
trary to the law and the evidence and without evidence to 
support it, that the Court erred in its actions in granting and 
refusing instructions, especially in g-ranting· Plaintiff's In-
structions No. 4- and 5, and that the verdict is excessive. 
On another day,, after a:rg;ument of counsel, the Court over-
ruled said motion and rendered final Judgment for the plain-
. tiff on the verdict to which the defendants duly excepted on 
the grounds above stated. 
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page 93 ~ ,JUDGE'S CERTIFICATE. 
- I., E. L. Oast, Judge of the Circuit Court of Norfolk County, 
Virginia, do hereby certify that the foregoing is a ·true and 
correct transcript of the testimony and proceedings in the 
case of Oscar Lee Clark v. Donald J. Smith and Floyd W. 
Simpson, tried in said court on the 10th day of December, 
1946, and includes all the testimony offered, the motion$ and 
objections of the parties, the rulings of the Court, and the 
exceptions of the parties, and all other proceedings of the 
said trial. 
I further certify that the exhibits offered in evidence, as 
described by the foregoing record and designated as Exhibits _ 
Nos. 1, 2, and 3, -are all the exhibits offered upon said trial, and 
that the originals thereof have been initialed by me for the 
purpose of identification. 
I further certify that said transcript was presented to me 
for certification within sixty days after the ,final order in said 
cause, and that the attorney for the plaintiff had reasonable 
notice in writing of the time and place at which the same 
would be tendered for certification. 
Given under my hand this 3rd day of February,, 1947 . 
.. ,}1!1Jml 
I i, .~.,tRJ 
page 94 ~ 
EDvV ARD L. OAST, 
Judge 
A Copy Te8te: 
Judge 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE. 
I, E. T. White, Clerk of the Circuit Court of Norfolk County, 
· Virginia, do hereby certify tJiat the foregoing transcript of 
testimony and other proreedmgs of the trial of the case of 
Oscar Lee Clark v. Daniel Lee Smith and Floyd W. Si~pson, 
duly certified by the Judge of said court, together wi"th the 
original exhibits introduced upon the trial of said case, iden-
tified by the initials of said Judge, was filed in my office on 
the 3rd day of February, 1947. 
E. ·T. WHITE, Clerk. 
By A. W. SNOW D, C. 
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page 95} CLERK'S CERTIFICATE. 
·f, E.T. Whlt~i ol~rk of the CireuH G~mrt of Norfoik Couiity6 
. do certify t~t t.h_e fo~~egoiµg is a ti;lle tr~nsc.r!Pt. of t1ie r~eord 
~- th~ caae of JJscar Lee Olar~ v. :Pon~ld J. Smith and Floyd 
W. Siltjpsoil, lately pen~ng in said Court. · . .. 
i further certify that the same was not made up and 6om-
»1~t~a- ~n~ .d:e~v~red \mti1 cou~sel f pr the p1aint\ff i:eceived 
nue notice thereor and of the mienfaon of the defendants to 
apply to the Supreme Court ·of Appeals of Virgi~ia for· a 
writ of error and .supersedeas to the judgment therein. 
E; T. WH;I:.rE; Clerk. 
By A. W; SNOW D, C. 
A dopy~Teste : 
M. B. WATTS, C. C. 
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